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PREFACE 
 
This master thesis was conducted during the fall and winter of 2008/2009 at the University of 
Linköping, Sweden. The project was assigned by the Division of Industrial Ergonomics, today 
a part of the Institution of Economical and Industrial Development. 
 
The purpose of this master thesis was to introduce the haptic perception of a fixed based car 
simulator. More specifically, to recreate an automobiles contact with the surface of the road in 
order to get a more realistic and true driving experience. The final result has been 
implemented at the Virtual Reality-laboratory at the University of Linköping, which we 
strongly recommend to visit in order for a test drive! 
 
During this thesis we have had support from a number of people to whom we owe great 
amount of gratitude. A special recognition goes out to our supervisor, Professor Kjell 
Ohlsson, who made this project possible and who supported and guided us throughout the 
whole process. 
 
Without the electronic supports form Göran Nilsson, our circuit board would not have been 
nearly as extensive. He pushed us in order to create a high-quality and well thought-out circuit 
board with pure signals (without any noise) and enclosed features, making accurate output 
voltage signals. 
 
We are also very grateful for Sivert Lundgrens early commitment in our master thesis. He 
helped us with several question formulations and straightened out many issues regarding 
electrical machines and frequency converters etcetera. 
 
Further on, we would like to thank ABB AB who sponsored us with a frequency converter, 
which is a vital device in our application. Last but not least a big thank you goes out to all the 
participants and other people who have given us input and ideas during the process of this 
master thesis. 
 
Linköping, January 2009 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Today, the use of simulators is very common and is used in many different areas, for example 
research, development and education. This trend has progressed due to simulators provide a 
cost efficient and safe platform for a large set of applications.  
 
The assignment was given by the Division of Industrial Ergonomics and was titled “Haptic 
Feedback”. The purpose of this master thesis was how to add more realism into a fixed base 
car simulator by stimulating the human haptic perception.  
 
When performing tasks in a substitute environment, the achieved data can differ in validity 
dependent on how “true” a simulator is. Therefore it is very important to resemble the actual 
environment as much as possible if one want data consistent with the real world.  
With the use of devices such as electrical motor and frequency converter, vibrations are 
created to simulate the vehicles contact with the surface of the road. The goal is not to 
recreate the real world physics – the goal is to add more realism in analogue with the present 
visual and audio setup.  
 
To solve this problem many different subject areas are involved. Knowledge about software 
development, mechanics, construction, electronics and ergonomics are areas that are 
concerned in this master thesis. 
 
Although this report will give a good overview of the haptic feedback concept, it is 
recommended that you visit the Virtual Reality-laboratory at the University of Linköping and 
try this application hands on in the simulator environment. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
To clarify the variables around this project it is crucial to present some background that has 
been the inspirational basis for this master thesis. This chapter aims to create understanding 
and background knowledge.  

1.1 Background 

This project is a master thesis for the mechanical engineering program at the University of 
Linköping, given by the Division of Industrial Ergonomics. Earlier, the authors of this report, 
has spend six months in the Virtual Reality (VR) - laboratory working on a project named 
Driver Support Optimization. The project lead to a concept on how to create an optimal 
driving environment (car cockpit) that supports the driver in high mental demanding 
situations. Therefore the authors are experienced to the laboratory, the laboratory workshop 
and all available computer software, meaning that much introduction-time has been spared. 
This results in a more elaborated application. 
 
The cockpit in the VR-laboratory lasts of a Saab 9-3. Since it was installed in June 2005, 
several projects and master thesis have developed applications in order to contribute to a safer 
driving environment. The result so far is a complete glass cockpit concept (read more about 
the glass cockpit concept in chapter 1.2.1), meaning that the cockpit is equipped with several 
dynamic displays.  
 
The next obvious step is to make the simulated driving experience as true as possible in order 
to give contingent investigations and research findings a more reliable and trustworthy 
outcome. Not all information in driving is visual. For instance, forces in the steering wheel 
and the car in general, provides the driver with essential information on vehicle behaviour and 
road conditions etcetera. The purpose of this master thesis was consequently how to add more 
realism into a fixed base car simulator by stimulating the human haptic perception. When 
performing tasks in a substitute environment, the achieved data can differ in validity 
dependent on how “true” a simulator is. Therefore it is very important to resemble the actual 
environment as much as possible if one want data consistent with the real world. 

1.2 Simulator Resources 

In 1996, the Division of Industrial Ergonomics at Linköping’s University, started to develop 
and organizing a sophisticated VR-laboratory. The laboratory has its main purpose on 
educational activities and supporting research in the area of Human-Machine Interaction 
(HMI). Since 2001 the effort has been focused on developing a driving simulator, where in-
vehicle systems are implemented and evaluated for the automobile industry. The different in-
vehicle systems are designed using virtual prototyping techniques and utilizing commercial 
development tools like Adobe Flash, Photoshop and Illustrator for display design. Mentioned 
software makes the driver environment completely flexible with a programmable driver 
interface, since the simulator is developed according to the glass cockpit concept, which will 
be further discussed next. The centre console and the main instrument are LCD:s. A Head-Up 
Display (HUD) is also installed and implemented using a projector and a mirror. The left rear-
view mirror has also been replaced with a LCD. The simulator is also equipped with a 
vibrotactile driver seat, force feedback steering wheel and gas pedal. The force feedback 
systems can also be used as a resource in Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS), 
 for instance making the steering wheel vibrate or making the gas pedal sluggish when 
exceeding certain limits. (www.ikp.liu.se/iav Division of Industrial Ergonomics, 2008). 
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In the virtual reality laboratory the front end of a Saab 9-3 is used as a simulator cockpit and 
was installed by students in 2005 (Lu, Lindholm & Loman, 2005). The surroundings are 
projected onto five screens giving 220 degrees field of view, which gives the driver a realistic 
feeling. A powerful 3D-audio system provides realistic sound feedback and can also be used 
for the making of auditory displays.  
Through years of student projects, the simulator has grown to be a very powerful tool for 
Simulator Based Design (SBD). SBD will be further described in chapter 4.3 Simulator Based 
Design (www.ikp.liu.se/iav Division of Industrial Ergonomics, 2008). 
 
The simulator software is ASim, a product developed by ACE Simulation to support this 
usage profile. This means that students and researchers can easily implement their prototypes 
with already existing functions and still work together in the simulator environment. ACE 
Simulation is a spin-off firm from the VR laboratory and now a company in the HiQ group 
(www.ikp.liu.se/iav Division of Industrial Ergonomics, 2008). 
 

   
Figure 1: Left and middle picture: control room with this reports authors. Right picture: simulation in action. 

1.2.1 Glass Cockpit Concept  

The glass cockpit concept was first introduced in airplanes in the 1970`s. At that time an 
average heavy aircraft had over 100 physical instruments and static controls. That in 
combination with increasing flight traffic is not a good situation for a pilot from a Human-
Machine Interaction (HMI) perspective and thus a safety issue. Due to this fact NASA started 
a study about the contingency to replace the iron instruments with screen solutions, today 
known as the glass cockpit. The displays could process raw aircraft system and other 
important data. The great advantage with the use of screens in a cockpit environment is the 
possibility to adapt the information presented on the screens due to situation. For example, 
when a pilot performs the final approach or take-off, the glass cockpit switches mode to be 
optimized for that specific situation. This means that the screens only present relevant 
information needed. The study was a success and the glass cockpit concept was accepted by 
the aviation industry.   
 
Today the glass cockpit is standard amongst many vehicles such as heavy aircrafts, military 
fighters and helicopters, business jets, eligible for most light aircraft, and ships. The 
automobile industry is still far behind in this development, but there are some examples of 
early implementations of this kind of technology, for instance, the use of a HUD. But this is 
still far from achieving the goal of a glass cockpit environment. However some of the existing 
driving simulators are well equipped with the full glass cockpit concept. This opens for a new 
approach to the design process when the automotive industry has realized the new 
possibilities. Following displays are implemented at the University of Linköping: 
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1.2.1.1 Head-Up display (HUD) 

The HUD in the VR-laboratory is constructed as follows: A projector is placed in the engine 
area and is projecting an image on a screen in the roof through a hole in the hood. In front of 
the driver-seat position, an adjustable mirror is positioned on the dashboard, which reflects the 
image from the roof screen onto the windshield. This solution gives light beam distances 
which are long enough for presentation in “close to infinity”. For real car applications other, 
more expensive, optic techniques are used to achieve the same feature. 

1.2.1.2 Main Instrument 

The main instrument in the simulator resource is based on a Liquid Crystal Display (LCD). At 
present the automobile industry is in the middle of a technical changeover and the use of LCD 
as a main instrument is an upcoming trend. The use of an LCD provides the possibility for a 
versatile and reprogrammable main instrument area. It also gives a great opportunity to create 
different interfaces that appeal to various users. There could be a basic interface with big fonts 
for people with reduced vision and a flashier interface for a younger target group. Both 
interfaces applied on the same hardware equipment. Important though is to design it with the 
drivers’ safety in mind. And that is even more important for the HUD since most of the visual 
warning information probably should be presented there. 
 
The LCD in the simulator in LiTH is a standard display with a rectangular outline and was 
installed by students in an earlier project. This display was not optimal for the structure of the 
dashboard in the 9-3 thus it does not fit perfectly. Some changes of the dashboard structure 
were necessary for this installation (Spendel & Strömberg, 2007). A customized (extremely 
widescreen) LCD would be a better solution, since it would take less place even though it 
covers an even larger presentation area. The con with buying a customized LCD is the very 
high cost. But in the future the price of customized displays will probably drop, provided that 
the car industry requires large quantities. It is also possible that future car LCD:s could use 
some new standard formats which could be used by a wide range of car manufacturers.  

1.2.1.3 Touch Screen Centre Console 

The touch screen in the simulator resource is placed in the centre, replacing all the existing 
static buttons and gauges, i.e. “iron instruments”. And as mentioned above, the automobile 
industry is in the middle of a technical changeover and the use of small touch screens exists in 
a few high-end cars and is an upcoming trend. The greatest advantage with a touch screen 
centre console is the flexibility: The dynamic interface makes it possible to use different 
modes and that the size of each mode can be blown up for the moment, i.e. adaptive 
interfaces. That is, a mode based interface gives the driver less, and at the same time more 
relevant information.  
 
The touch screen display in the simulator at the University of Linköping is a standard touch 
screen display with a rectangular outline. The display was installed by students in an earlier 
project and at the same time a dynamic interface was developed (Spendel, Strömberg, 
Velander & Zachrisson, 2006). 
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1.2.1.4 Tactile Driver Seat 

Using tactile feedback in cars is rather new and has not yet reached its full potential. Some 
premium automobiles have installed tactile feedback in either the steering wheel or the driver 
seat. 
 
A master thesis in 2008 constructed and implemented a tactile driver seat in the VR-
laboratory at LiTH and is one of the latest contributions to the glass cockpit concept. The seat 
includes 16 tactors, which could create different structured patterns since each tactor can be 
controlled individually. Because of the number and distribution of the tactors it is very easy to 
give a tactile feedback that, for instance, point out an exact direction (Rosengren & 
Wennerholm, 2008).  

1.2.1.5 Centre Fixed Steering Wheel 

One feature, that is ready to be installed in the simulator, is the centre fixed steering wheel 
with integrated display. This feature is a result of a Master Thesis made in 2006. This concept 
gives the great advantage to be able to put the main instrument ahead of the steering wheel 
instead of behind. This provides a clear view of that important display (Eidborn, Lindahl, 
Stodell & Swalbring, 2006).    

1.3 In-Vehicle Systems 

The rapid change from mechanical functions and displays to computer-based solutions and 
electronic devices, with new potential for flexible configuration and control, is an ongoing 
evolution of in-car technologies. The systems where HMI has importance could be divided in  
subsequent groups: (Alm, Ohlsson and Kovordanyi, 2005) 
 

• Primary Control Systems (PCS, e.g. throttle control, brakes, primarily steering etc.) 
• Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS, e.g. night vision, traction control 

systems, anti-lock brake systems etc) 
• In-Vehicle Information Systems (IVIS, communication functions that involve driver-

vehicle interaction, which is interaction not directly related to the driving task) 
• Non-integrated systems (products that the driver might bring into the vehicle e.g. 

mobile telephone, GPS etc) 
 
The three first points, PCS, ADAS, and, IVIS are the most interesting systems from the SBD 
point of view. Great new possibilities to increase the integration of software-based 
components of mentioned systems could be generated with the SBD approach and the glass 
cockpit concept. However, this master thesis is focused upon making the simulated driving 
experience as true as possible, but also to give a more reliable and trustworthy outcome when 
investigating and researching brand new PCS, ADAS and IVIS. 
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1.4 Overview 

This thesis work was an assignment given by Linköpings University. The title of the project 
was Haptic feedback. 
 
The main focus in this thesis work has been to create a more realistic feeling when driving the 
simulator. Observe that the feeling does not necessary have to comport with the actual (true) 
environment. Read more about this in sensory conflict theory in chapter 3.2.2.2 Health and 
Safety. There are several ways to create this feeling: 
 

• By different visual effects such as making the screens dip and rice when braking and 
accelerating etc. 

• By adding different sounds such as engine noise, passing-by cars and even infrasound 
that can not been heard but felt in your body etcetera. 

• By creating platforms that can simulate acceleration forces, braking forces, lateral 
forces, uphill, downhill and the contact with the roads surface etc. 

 
This master thesis will consider the third point to add more realism into a fixed base car 
simulator by stimulating the human haptic perception.  

1.5 Problem Statement 

The glass cockpit environment is relatively new to the automobile industry. The introduction 
of this new technology is often developed with modest (or none) consideration to already 
existing in-vehicle systems and often the glass cockpit components are introduced 
individually. In so doing, most single in-vehicle systems are implemented as “isolated” 
systems with their own software-based functionality, sensors and separate devices for 
interaction, according to Alm, Ohlsson and Kovordanyi, (2005). This increases the degree of 
attention and put higher demands on driver’s mental workload. At the same time, the 
introduction of the glass cockpit environment into cars provides completely new possibilities 
for how information and warnings may be presented to the driver.  
 
Previously work in the simulator at Linköpings University has been developed as isolated 
systems. However, the most recent work was realized in the spring of 2008. That project 
aimed to integrate existing in-vehicle systems and to maintain the drivers focus head-up as 
much as possible – that is to optimize the support towards the driver in stressful situations. 
 
The next obvious step is to make the simulated driving experience as true as possible in order 
to give contingent investigations and research findings a more reliable and trustworthy 
outcome. Not all information in driving is visual. For instance, forces in the steering wheel 
and the car in general, provides the driver with essential information on vehicle behaviour and 
road conditions etcetera (van Erp & Van Veen, 2001).  
 
Simulator sickness is a well-known phenomenon and can be a problem when evaluating new 
concepts. This occurs when the brain has inconsistent cognitive model of motion 
environment. By stimulating the haptic receptors, this problem may be solved. 
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As mentioned earlier, the main goal of this master thesis is to add more realism into a fixed 
base car simulator by stimulating the human haptic perception. More specifically, this thesis 
will create/simulate the vehicles contact with the surface of the road. One problem arises: in 
extreme cases, low frequencies (≈ 2-14 Hz) consisting of pure sine waves can cause resonance 
in human organs with fatal outcome. However, this thesis approaches this problem with great 
awareness and accuracy!  

1.6 Scope 

Almost every project has limited time frame and limited resources - so had this master thesis. 
In order to complete this project some considerations were taken to limit the work: 
 

• Focus on the simulation of the automobiles contact with the roads surface. A dipping 
screen when braking and also some basic noise from the engine and by-passing cars 
already exist. What’s missing is for instance a rising screen when accelerating, 
infrared sound that can not been heard but felt in your body etcetera. In order to 
simulate acceleration forces, braking forces and lateral forces one would need an 
extensive budget.  

• Conduct a minor human-in-the-loop evaluation, including a various spectra of ages. A 
full-scale evaluation would take too much time from designing the actual application 
of the haptic stimuli within the limitations of this project. 

• Keep the technical solution as simple as possible. 
• Choose some specific traffic situations to apply the final result upon. 
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2. PURPOSE AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 
The purpose of this master thesis is directly linked to the problem statement and the scope – to 
make the simulated driving experience as true as possible in order to give contingent 
investigations and research findings a more reliable and trustworthy outcome. More 
specifically, this thesis will create/simulate the vehicles contact with the surface of the road. 
To accomplish this purpose, a number of research questions were set up to keep the master 
thesis on track and to be answered under the entire design process: 
 

• Is it possible to create/simulate the vehicles contact with the roads surface by means of 
a “nonexistent” budget? 

 
• How will the mentioned simulation of haptic feedback be perceived?  

 
• How to put safety first in low-frequency areas (≈ 2-14 Hz)? 
 
• Will the haptic feedback cause an improvement in investigations and research 

findings? 
 

• How is haptic feedback accomplished in high cost simulators? 
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3. THEORETICAL FRAME OF REFERENCE 
 
This chapter covers the most relevant theory for this master thesis regarding human 
perception and behaviour and also some possibilities how to add more realism into a fixed 
base car simulator by stimulating the human haptic perception. Following obtained theory has 
strongly influenced how the final product has been designed. Even chapter 3.1 The Driver, 
with belonging subchapters, is of importance since it is vital to know the humans general 
performance and behaviour.  

3.1 The Driver 

Several millions of people worldwide get severely injured and killed each year in traffic 
accidents. In Sweden the number of death outcomes is approximately 500 people each year 
(http://www.vv.se, 2008). These accidents can be derived from human behaviour, the 
environment and the vehicle – and often an interaction among these. Some thoroughly 
investigated accidents shows that human behaviour was the major cause (Sanders & 
McCormick, 1993). However, except for certain clear cases like too fast driving, “human 
mistakes” often include deficiencies in the interactive design, according to Alm (2008). This 
is something that has been recognized more and more in the aviation and other domains and 
there are strong reasons to believe that this is also the case in driving.  

3.1.1 Performance and Behaviour 

“Driving an automobile requires the full range of human capabilities, including perception, 
decision-making and motor skills. These capabilities must be performed in a highly 
coordinated fashion often under stressful conditions” (Sanders & McCormick, 1993) 
 
Most drivers consider themselves to be good drivers. Their confidence in challenging 
situations is experienced as evidence of driving ability. However, their confident reinforce 
itself until something happens – a near miss or worse, a harsh accident. Other aspects of 
drivers’ performance and behaviour are further discussed below, based on a review of Sanders 
& McCormick (1993). It should be mentioned that this reference is based on the car 
technology prevalent fifteen years ago when the information content in car cockpits was 
limited and new display technology not yet implemented.  
 
Drivers’ visual-scan patterns: A study shows that driving in unfamiliar routes, the driver 
“sampled” a wide area in front of them, but with increasing familiarity their eye movement 
tended to be confined to a minor area. The same “narrowed” sight returns when having a car 
in front of them and thereby spend less time looking at traffic control devices and the traffic 
as a whole. Alcohol, speed and fatigue also decrease the visual scanning of the surroundings. 
It may be added that scan patterns also depend on the instrumentation of the car. In “our car”, 
for example, the presence of a HUD has an evident implication on the behaviour with less 
need for looking down (Alm, 2008).  
 
Perceptual judgments of speed: When assessing speed, the driver can refer to the 
speedometer. But when the driving task demands visual attention, a driver may have to judge 
speed without looking at the speedometer, e.g. exiting a highway. 
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Adaptation is another influence of drivers’ perceptual judgments of speed. Adaptation means 
that drivers have a tendency to perceive a given speed to be low when previously adapted to a 
higher speed (e.g. exiting a highway) and to be higher when previously adapted to a lower 
speed. 
 
Perceptual judgments of spacing: Spacing depends on the amount of visible road surface 
beyond the hood of ones car to the car ahead. Tests have shown that small cars drives closer 
to the car ahead compared to large cars. This is due to the fact that small cars have a small and 
low hood compared to large cars. 
 
Risk taking: As mentioned above, the drivers’ overestimation of his/her ability plays a major 
role of risk taking and also the bias “it can’t happen to me”. Another risk taking is if there is a 
payoff or not, e.g. when in a hurry. Furthermore, risky behaviour that has not resulted in an 
accident earlier, perceives as less risky in the future. 
 
Reaction time: The reaction time is a crucial factor of death or life in urgent situations. When 
surprised, the time to response is approximately twice as long as when the driver is prepared 
to react. In addition, the time to react increases as the required response become more 
complex 
 
All these statements are factors that influence the normal drivers’ behaviour and have to be 
taken into account in car design.  

3.1.2 Human Information Processing 

When designing a product that will be used by humans and especially when used in critical 
environments, the designer must have a deep knowledge about human factors. In Sweden 
there is a Codex of Honour for engineers established by Civilingenjörsförbundet the 20: th 
November 2000. The first one of the ten paragraphs states that the engineer should feel a 
personal responsibility for that the technique is used in a way that benefits the human, the 
environment and the society. So it is of great importance to have knowledge about Human 
Factors and not the least about human information processing (Johannesson, Persson, and 
Pettersson, 2004). 
 
There has been little interest in cognition and human information processing until Ulrich 
Neisser published his book on cognitive psychology in 1967. At present this knowledge is 
fundamental when, for instance, designing information displays (Helander, 2006). 
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3.1.2.1 A Model of Human Information Process 

There are many models made to describe human information processing. Below a model is 
presented, made by Wickens and Hollands in Engineering psychology and human 
performance (1999), which provides a useful framework for analyzing human performance. 

 
Figure 2: Model of human information processing (Recreated from Wickens and Hollands, 1999). 

 
Sensory processing: By using our five senses (sight, hearing, touch, taste and smell) our brain 
gets access to different kind of information. Especially our visual and auditory senses have a 
tremendous impact on the quality of information that reaches the brain. This means that the 
mentioned senses make it possible to retrieve very detailed data. The tactile sense is however 
rather rough compared to the visual and auditory senses, but can still be used for presenting 
vital information. All sensory systems have an associated Short-Term Sensory Store (STSS) 
within the brain. This is a temporary mechanism that extends the representation of raw 
stimulus evidence – one may still recover the content of, for instance, auditory information 
even a few seconds after the message delivery. 
 
Perception: The obtained information by our sensory systems proceeds to our “perception-
area”. Here, the data is decoded in order to connect the retrieved information to some kind of 
message. First the information is processed automatically and rapidly which requires little 
attention. Then we make use of our Long-Term Memory (LTM) in order to associate the data 
with something that we have experienced in the past. 
 
Cognition and memory: If the retrieved information has to be processed in a more organized 
and strategic way the cognitive process is activated. This operation requires more time, mental 
effort or attention since we have to exchange data with our Working Memory (WM).  
The Long term memory (LTM) is continually updating the Short Term Memory (STM) when 
necessary, since the STM does not have much capacity. The WM has a half-time at 7 seconds, 
which means that after 7 seconds half of the things that were in the WM have been forgotten. 
This could be a limitation when for example you are retrieving a phone number from an 
answer machine and you intend to write it down a few seconds later. But it is also very 
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practical to be able to forget things thus we doesn’t like to overload our memory with useless 
information (Helander, 2006).  
 
Response selection and execution: The understanding of a situation, achieved trough 
perception and cognitive transformations, often triggers an action – the selection of response. 
The execution of the selected response is carried out by physical human abilities, which are 
coordination of muscles in order to achieve controlled movements. 
 
Feedback: The feedback loop indicates that actions are directly sensed by the human. The 
presence of the feedback loop has two implications. First, its presence emphasizes that the 
flow of information can be initiated at any point – a driver’s decision to turn on the radio is 
not driven by a perceived environmental occasion, but rather a cognitive wish to listen to 
music. Second, the feedback loop emphasizes that in real-time tasks (for instance when 
driving a car) the flow of information is continuous. Therefore, it is just as appropriate to say 
that “action causes perception” as it is to say that “perception causes actions”. 
 
Attention: Many mental operations are not carried out automatically but require some sense of 
selective attention (see dotted lines in figure 2). Simple operations are performed without the 
involvement of either the WM or LTM, which allows more than one task to be carried out 
simultaneously. However, when performing multiple tasks of complex nature simultaneously 
and the total attention demand of these tasks are excessive, one task or the other must suffer.  
 
3.1.2.2 Decision Making  
There are two types of decision making – the classical and the naturalistic. The classical refers 
to decisions in a laboratory kind of environment. The naturalistic way is based on everyday 
situations. The naturalistic type of decision making was to fit this work. Rasmussen has made 
a model over our behaviour when taking action.    
 

 
Figure 3: Based on Rasmussen’s model in Helander (2006). 
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As shown in figure 3 the fastest way to make a decision is the skill based decision. Rasmussen 
has defined three different types of naturalistic decision-making behaviours: Skilled-based, 
rule-based, and knowledge based behaviour. These types declare how the human utilize its 
resources when making decisions. Depending on habit and knowledge about the specific task, 
humans respond with different mechanisms to make decisions. For example, when an 
experienced pilot is correcting his airplane due to a wind shear he does not need to think about 
how to move the controls to make the correct adjustment. It is an automatic response based on 
perception only. I feel this and do that. This kind of behaviour is in fact one of the main goals 
with pilot training. In difficult situations there is no room for hesitations in the cockpit, time is 
crucial. Another example of skill-based response is when applying the breaks when 
discovering an animal on the road.  
 
The next level is the rule-based type of decision making. This is no longer an automatic 
response. Here the decisions are based upon some well-understood rules and variables. This 
can be very efficient since it is rather quick and can deal with a number of different 
conditions.  
 
In the last level one has to practice thinking and reasoning to make decisions. Thus, 
knowledge based decisions take long time. An example of when knowledge based decision is 
performed is when receiving multiple simultaneous alarms in a control room. One has to think 
of what caused the alarms to trigger and find the root of the problem.   
(Helander, 2006).  
 
In a driver environment one should strive to avoid knowledge-based tasks. This is because 
time is a very important element when considering the drivers’ and passengers’ safety. Life 
and death can depend on a lost second, so it is of great importance to increase the margins.  
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3.1.2.3 Situation Awareness (SA) 

To be able to foresee and plan the nearest future, it is important to have good situation 
awareness. Situation awareness means that you have some idea of what is happening right 
know and in the near future in your surrounding area. For example, when driving by a school 
one may have a mental picture of what kind of situations that can evolve here and therefore 
act regarding to that model. It could bee to slow down because there are children in the 
surroundings that could come running out the street (Helander, 2006).  
 
Endsley (1998) said “Situation awareness is the perception of the elements in the environment 
within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of 
their status in the near future.”(Endsley, Bolté, and Jones, 2003) 

 
Figure 4: Endsley´s model of situation awareness in dynamic decision making (Endsley, Bolté, and Jones, 2003) 

  
The SA model is very useful for HMI applications thus time is an important component; it is a 
very dynamical model suitable for real-time systems. Because situations are constantly 
changing the SA must follow. If the SA is not updated it will become inaccurate and out of 
date.  
 
When designing interfaces for complex situations it can be evaluated in line with SA. Say that 
you have designed two interfaces for a nuclear power plant. To figure out which one is the 
best they should be tested. To do this an operator should go through a scenario with several 
stops. During the stops questions of what the operator thinks is going to happen next should 
be asked. The interface that gives the best answers according to the key is therefore the better 
one in a SA point of view. However, this method of stopping is questioned among researchers 
since brakes are not common events in the real world of real-time systems. There are other 
alternatives in comparing two (or more) interface solutions which more directly measure the 
man-machine performance. In the end this is what really matters (Alm, 2008)  
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3.1.3 Human-Machine Interaction (HMI) 

HMI refers to a combination of human beings and physical components to result in, from 
given inputs, some desired outputs. That is to be able to manage the system and to estimate 
the state of the system. The displays of a machine serve as stimuli for an operator, trigger 
some type of information processing, which in turn results in some action that controls the 
operation of the machine (Sanders & McCormick, 1993). It may be emphasized that the 
expression “machine” should be widely interpreted and include “any system”, not the least 
real-time systems, like for instance cars, aircrafts and control-room applications. 
 

It is central to look at what factors that are involved when humans and machines interact 
when studying ergonomics and human factors. A successful product is designed to be used 
and function properly and safely. Users needs, skills and abilities also have to be in mind 
when designing products (Green & Jordan, 1999). Careful produced products take 
consideration to usability, a term including several features. Usability describes how well a 
product/system fulfils its intended purpose. According to Nielsen (1993) usability has five 
summarized attributes: 
 

• Learnability: The system should be easy to learn so that the user rapidly can get some 
work done. 

• Efficiency: The system should be efficient to use, to result in a high level of 
productivity. 

• Memorability: The use of a system should be easy to remember, without relearning 
when been away. 

• Errors. The system should have a low error rate and when errors do occur one can 
easily recover from them. 

• Satisfaction: The system should be pleasant to use and be subjectively satisfied when 
using it. 

 
The growth of and transition to computers in the industry have involved a research area which 
is related to HMI – Human Computer Interaction (HCI). One can say that HMI has been more 
and more influenced by HCI, since today’s machines are well integrated by computers. HCI 
deal with designing computer interfaces, in order to make different software user friendly. 
This area will not topically in this master thesis. 

3.2 Vibrations 

Vibration is mechanical movements in form of oscillations around a fixed point. It can be 
called a mechanical wave. It does not transfer matter but like all waves it transfers energy. If 
there is no mechanical structure the vibrations can not travel and as soon as the mechanical 
coupling is lost the vibration will no longer spread. (Mansfield, 2005) 
 
In the end of this chapter there are calculations and formulas that will be used to calculate the 
maximum time that a person can spend in a vibrating environment per day without risking 
injuries.  
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3.2.1 Waves and Vibrations 

To understand vibrations it is of most relevance to know a bit about wave theory. A simple 
wave is mathematically defined as: 
 

)sin()( tAtx ω=           [Formula 1] 

 

A= Amplitude (in this case acceleration) [ 2/ sm ] 
t = Time     [ s ] 
ω = fπ2      [ rad ] 

f = Frequency    [Hz ] 

 
Figure 5: The images describe a simple 1-Hz and 3-Hz sine wave, in this case showing the acceleration (Adapted 
from Mansfield, 2005)  

 
More complex waves are made by adding several different waves. To get waves with specific 
character, waves with different amplitude, phases and frequencies are combined. This can also 
be reversed, which means that complex waves can be divided into a number of simple waves. 
Humans can feel and detect vibrations with different wavelength at the same time. For 
example when standing in a ships engine-room during heavy sea one can feel both high 
frequency vibrations from the motor as well as low frequency vibration from the motion of 
the sea (Mansfield, 2005). 
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Figure 6: A complex wave is created by adding sine waves with different frequencies, magnitudes, and phase 
shifts (Adapted from Mansfield, 2005). 

 
When describing waves or vibration signals, three qualities are used: Displacement, velocity 
and acceleration. Following explanations and formulas are referred from Nordling and 
Österman (2004):  
 
Displacement: The displacement is the actual length of the movement from the benchmark.  
 
Displacement = )sin()( max tAtx ω=       [Formula 2] 

 
Velocity: The velocity is the speed of a point in a system. So it is actually the rate of change 
of displacement or if one want, the first time derivate of the displacement.  
 

Velocity = )cos()( max tAtx ωω=&       [Formula 3] 

 
Acceleration: The rate of change of velocity in a point. This is the second derivate of the 
displacement.  
 

Acceleration = )sin()( max
2 tAtx ωω−=&&      [Formula 4] 
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These three qualities do not coincide with each other in any random wave, but in a sine wave 
they are in an inverse relationship as the image below shows. 
 

 
Figure 7: Showing the asynchronous relationship over displacement, velocity and acceleration in a sine wave 
(adapted from Mansfield, 2005).    

3.2.2 Whole-Body Vibrations  

People experience whole-body vibrations most likely every day: when travelling in a car, a 
bus, a train, a bicycle, a motorcycle, a tractor, a horse, an aircraft, a tracked vehicle – the list 
can be long.  
 
"Whole-body vibration occurs when a human is supported by a surface that is shaking and the 

vibration affects body parts remote from the site of exposure." (Mansfield, 2005). For 
example, when a car is driving over for instance a pothole, vibrations will be transmitted from 
the car to the driver. The vibrations spread via contact surfaces between the car and driver, 
such as the floor, the pedals but mainly the seat. The vibrations will propagate all the way up 
to the drivers head, and the head will shake.  
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Depending on the nature of the vibration, the human responds differently. Humans are most 
sensitive for frequencies between 1 and 20 Hz and according to figure 8, those frequencies are 
mainly in the whole-body vibration area.  
 

 
Figure 8: Showing how vibrations affect humans depending on the character of the vibration.   

 
The mentioned bandwidth, 1 to 20 Hz, affects the human’s health, performance and 
refinement. Despite these facts, this is the area where this master thesis wants to recreate 
vibrations within, in order to resemble a true driving experience and also to make contingent 
investigations and research findings a more reliable and trustworthy outcome. 

3.2.2.1 Perception of Vibrations 

The human body perceives vibrations through several different systems. It combines data 
from the visual, vestibular, somatic and auditory systems. How the different systems can 
detect vibrations are presented below.  
 
Visual: For vibrations with high displacement (often low frequency) the eye can see relative 
movement. The eyeball itself resonate at frequencies around 30 to 80 Hz enhancing the 
feeling of vibration, with blurry vision.  
 
Vestibular: The vestibular cavities in the inner ear are sensible to linear and rotational 
acceleration.  
 
Somatic: The somatic perception system can be divided into three different subsystems: 
kinaesthetic, visceral and cutaneous.  
 

• The kinaesthetic function sends information about forces and positions of joints and 
muscles to the brain.  

• The visceral sensation works in the same way as kinaesthetic function, but uses 
receptors in the abdomen.  

• The cutaneous sensation system is a combination of different types of nerve endings in 
the skin.  
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Auditory: Vibrations causes sound that we can hear and feel. It is Important to know that even 
if the sound is an infrasound (<20Hz) it can be felt even though it can’t be heard.  
 
When the brain combines these four different channels of feedback, it creates a cognitive 
model of the environmental motion (Mansfield, 2005). 
 
Perception threshold when seated. 
When seated and exposed to vertical sine waves, the human body perceives the vibrations 
easiest around frequencies at 5 Hz. At 5 Hz, in a seated position, vibrations with a Root-
Mean-Square* (r.m.s) displacement value of 0.01 mm can be detected. This equals to 

0.01 2/ sm  r.m.s. Other threshold limits for this condition (seated, vertical) is 0.03 2/ sm  r.m.s 

below 1 Hz and 0.1 2/ sm  r.m.s at 100 Hz. The point is consequently that different 
frequencies affect the human body in different ways, meaning that it is easier to detect a 
vibration at 5 Hz rather than a vibration at 1 Hz and 100 Hz. This due to more energy is 
needed to detect vibrations at 1 Hz and 100 Hz. 

3.2.2.2 Health and Safety 

When subjected to whole body vibrations one can feel sick. The symptoms could be motion 
sickness, reduced performance, drowsiness and/or visual disturbance. These symptoms are not 
sustainable and will pass. The kind of damage that could be sustainable are neck and back 
injuries. However, vibrations can on the other hand also protect us from motion sickness, 
especially in simulators.     
 
Motion sickness 
Motion sickness usually occurs when travelling in some form, for example with a car, bus, 
airplane or horseback. These four mentioned examples do all involve motion, but motion 
sickness can also strike when completely static. It is very common to feel sick in fixed based 
VR applications and computer games. The reason why individuals feel sick in both static and 
dynamic situations will be clarified after reading “sensory conflict theory”. The sensory 
conflict theory is the current accepted theory of why humans become motion sick. (Mansfield 
2005). 
 
Sensory Conflict Theory 
This theory is based on the relation between the main vibration perception senses together 
with the brain. When all the signals from the perception systems concede with what the brain 
is expecting one does not feel nauseogenic. It is when these signals tell different things that 
one begins to feel sick, because the signals give an inconsistent cognitive model of the motion 
environment. Even though the signals are coherent but the brain is expecting something else 
to happen, motion sickens can occur (Mansfield, 2005). 
 
The most common types of sensory conflicts are incoherent visual-vestibular or 
intravestibular signals. The mismatched signals can either be two signals giving two different 
data or one signal giving data in absence or in un-correlation with the other signal.   
 
 

*Root mean square is a time mean measure, frequently used in wave and vibrations contexts. See Chapter 3.2.2.4 Measurement and 

Calculations for more details. 
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Figure 9: Showing the different cognitive models of fixed and moving base simulators.  

 
In an advanced moving base simulator all systems (control, visual, vestibular and somatic) 
describes the same situation, both physically and mentally. The individual does not feel sick. 
This would mean that motion sickness never occurs in a moving-base simulator. However, 
that is not the case. Although all vibration perception systems indicates a vibration, it is 
almost for sure that the signals diverse in scale. In a simulator everything is scaled up or down 
compared to the real world. For example, the daylight is darker in a simulator, because 
otherwise the environmental projection would be too hard to see. Maybe the daylight is scaled 
to 25 % of the actual daylight. Because of this, 1:1 vibrations are not sure to be optimal for a 
VR application.  
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The Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute (Swedish shortening: VTI) has 
been able to recreate an almost perfect chassis vibration replay in their simulator III (SIM III) 
resource.  
 

Figure 10: Showing real world recorded vibrations (red) and SIM III recreated vibrations (blue) (Håkan 
Sehammar, VTI, 2008)  

 
Even with the preciseness seen above, test persons in SIM III experienced that the vibrations 
were too big. This indicates that the scale 1:1 probably is not the preferred scale for vibrations 
in the SIM III. Or maybe other environmental settings should be adjusted, such as sound 
and/or visual scenery. 
 
Resonance 
Every structure has a natural frequency. This phenomenon is called resonance. When a 
structure is exposed to its resonance frequency, even if it only consists of low energy, the 
amplitude, velocity and total energy of the vibration will increase dramatically. This event can 
cause severe damage on structures (Mansfield, 2005).  
 
To avoid accidents with resonance one can use damping. Unfortunately damping can not 
damp a whole spectrum of frequencies. So a damping made for lower frequencies will not 
work against higher frequencies and vice verse. Driver seats are often constructed to reduce 
frequencies around 4 Hz, which is the resonance frequency in some human organs, such as 
abdominal mass, legs and shoulders.   
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3.2.2.3 Safety Precaution  

Vibrators that are capable of moving large objects can also cause severe damage if incorrectly 
adjusted or broken. Therefore, when necessary, electronic circuits should be used for 
emergency stops. The safety stop could for example be activated when the vibrator exceeds 
certain limits and could with advantage, be set by acceleration, displacement or velocity. A 
safety stop can avoid a machine to splint or cause other damages like personal injuries. 
However, it is not sure that a safety stop should cause an instantaneous stop.  In some cases a 
sudden stop could be extremely dangerous. For instance, instant stops in a rig with large 
vertical displacement could cause large drops if no retardation function is installed.  
 
If test persons are involved they should know how to stop the test and that they do not have to 
follow trough with the experiment in question. The tests should also be treated confidential, 
which means that no names are presented together with individual data (Griffin, 1990) 
 
According to the standard BS 7085 (British Standards Institution, 1989) persons with 
following conditions might be considered unfit for experiments involving whole-body 
vibrations: 
 

Active disease of respiratory system 

Including recent history of coughing-up blood or chest pain. 
 
Active disease of the gastro-intestinal tract 

Including internal or external hernia, peptic ulcer, recent gall-bladder disease, rectal prolapse, 
anal fissure, haemorrhoids or pilonidal sinus. 
 
Active disease of the genito-urinary system 

Including kidney stones, urinary incontinence or retention or difficulty in micturition. 
 
Active disease of the cardiovascular system 

Including hypertension requiring treatment, angina of effort, valvular disease of the heart, or 
haemophilia. 
 
Active disease or defect of the musculo-skeletal system 
Including degenerative  or inflammatory disease of the spine , long bones, or major joints, or a 
history of repeated injury with minor trauma.  
 
Active or chronic or disorder of the nervous system 

Including eye and ear disorders and any disorder involving motor control, wasting of muscles, 
epilepsy or retinal detachment. 
 
Pregnancy 

Any woman known to be pregnant should not participate as a subject in a vibration 
experiment. 
 
Mental health 
Subjects must be of sound mind and understanding and not suffering from any mental 
disorder that would raise doubts as to whether their consent to participate in the experiment 
was true and informed. 
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Recent trauma and surgical procedures  

Persons under medical supervision following surgery or traumatic lesions (e.g. fractures) 
should not participate in vibration experiments. 
 
Prosthesis 

Persons with internal or external prosthesis devices should not normally participate in 
vibration experiments (although dentures need not exclude participation in experiments with 
low magnitudes of vibration). 

3.2.2.4 Measurement and Calculations.   

Because vibrations are at constant move the most common way to measure vibrations, in 
health contexts, is by using the Root Mean Square (r.m.s) value. This gives a mean value over 
the energy content of the vibration.  
 

( )dtta
T

a

t

smr ∫=
0

2
..

1
       [Formula 5] 

 

( )ta = )(tx&& =Acceleration      [ 2/ sm ] 

T = The time over which smra .. should be calculated.   [s] 

 
T should be at least 3 minutes and the measurement should be repeated at least 3 times to 
provide a good result.    
 
Depending on the frequency and direction of the vibration, the vibration have different 
amount of influence on the human body. To consider this in calculations, frequencies are 
weighted according to Figure 11, which in the end results in a total amount of acceleration:  
 

( )∑
=

⋅=
i

n

ii aKa
1

2        [Formula 6] 

a = The total amount of acceleration.   [ 2/ sm ] 

ia = The acceleration at a specific frequency.   [ 2/ sm ] 

iK =The weight at a specific frequency, see image below.  
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Figure 11: Weight-chart for whole-body vibrations. The blue line is for the x-y direction and the red is for the z 
direction. 
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When all values have been weighted, the total amount of acceleration a  has to be further 
multiplied. The X-Y directions are multiplied with a factor of 1.4 and the Z direction is 
uncorrelated. This value is called smrA ..max  i.e. ⋅= aA smr ..max (x, y or z factor). 

 

 
Figure 12: Displaying the x-y-z direction. 

 
To compare this value ( smrA ..max ) with EU standards it has to be put in A (8) form. This form 

estimates the vibration content over an 8 hour period, which corresponds to a normal working 
day. The formula can of course be turned around, calculating the maximum time one can be 
exposed to the vibration. The A (8) value is well accepted around the world when discussing 
vibration from an ergonomic point of view.  
 

( ) ( )
8

8 ..max

T
TAA smr ⋅=        [Formula 7] 

 

( ) =8A An 8-hour equivalent acceleration   [ 2/ sm ] 

=T The actual time exposed to the vibration  [h ] 
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There are a lot more formulas used to calculate and summarize whole body vibrations, but 
these are the ones that are needed in this case. Here follows an arithmetic example over a 
vibration investigation.  
 
Example 

 
After measurements at 8 Hz, following data has been obtained. 
 

)..( smrxa = 0.8 2/ sm  

)..( smrya = 1.0 2/ sm  

)..( smrza = 0.5 2/ sm  

 
The values are now weighted with the help of Figure 11 and calculated with Formula 6. 
 

X: 0.8 ⋅2/ sm 0.25 = 0.2 2/ sm  

Y: 1.0 ⋅2/ sm 0.25 = 0.25 2/ sm  

Z: 0.5 ⋅2/ sm 1 = 0.5 2/ sm  
 

The dominant direction is Z with a weighted acceleration of 0.5 2/ sm .  
 

2
..max /5.0 smA smr =  

 
The daily exposure ( )8A , after one hour, then becomes: 

 

( ) 2
..max /18.0

8

1
5.0

8
8 sm

T
AA smr ≈⋅==  

3.2.2.5 Limits 

The Swedish Work Environment Authority (SWEA) has set some directives regarding whole-
body vibrations. The directives are based on the European Unions minimum requirement for 
employers towards employees. There are two key values for whole-body vibrations: effort-
value and limit-value. These values are exposure values based per day (AFS 2005:15). 
 
Effort-value: If this value is exceeded, the employer has to make a plan to lower the values.  
 
Limit-value: If exceeded the employees can immediately and legally stop the working 
process.  
 
Effort-Value (whole-body vibrations) 0,5 2/ sm  
Limit-Value (whole-body vibrations) 1,1 2/ sm  
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3.3 Technical preferences 

This section will go the course of event in advance. In chapter 6.1.1 State of the art, this 
master thesis discusses what kind of solutions that exists and thereby also what kind of 
possible solutions that is of interest in this thesis. In chapter 6.2.3 Design concepts, this thesis 
motivates what solution that was chosen. To put it simply, due to a small budget and lack of 
time, the chosen solution became a vibrating electrical motor with the possibility to handle it 
trough a frequency converter. The theory of each component will be discussed next and is 
referred from Franzèn & Lundgren (2002) if nothing else is mentioned. 

3.3.1 Electrical motors 

An electrical motor converts electrical energy into mechanical energy. The reverse process, 
when mechanical energy is converted into electrical energy, is accomplished by a generator. 
Some machines can even perform both of these tasks (Alfredsson, Jacobsson, Rejminger & 
Sinner, 1996). The most common electrical machines are the asynchronous-, synchronous- 
and Direct Current (DC) machine.  
 
The asynchronous machine will be reviewed thoroughly, since this kind of machine satisfies 
certain needs in this thesis work. The DC machine and the synchronous machine will merely 
be mentioned.  

3.3.1.1 Asynchronous machine  

The asynchronous machine is also referred to as an induction motor or alternative-current 
(AC) motor and can be produced as one-phase or three-phase (most common).  It can be used 
as a generator, but is more useful as a motor. This due to the fact that the three-phase 
asynchronous motor is manufactured in a wide range of effects, has a simple and robust 
construction, excellent performance, big overload capacity and is easy to handle. 
 
The structure of the asynchronous motor remains of a stationary exterior, stator, and a rotating 
interior, rotor. Dependent on whether the rotor is constructed, the asynchronous motor is 
divided into short-circuit machines and slip-ring machines (Alfredsson, Jacobsson, Rejminger 
& Sinner, 1996). However, the functionality is the same: The stator windings generate a 
rotating magnetic flux pattern which induces currents into the rotor conductors. The 
interaction between the stator magnetic flux and the rotor currents creates an electrodynamic 
torque. This torque acts on the rotor, which starts to rotate. 
 
This mentioned stator magnetic flux develops an alternate north- and south-pole. If the stator 
winding has two poles, it corresponds to two magnetic poles – one north pole and one south 
pole. According to the equation below (where the frequency normally is 50 Hz) a motor with 
two poles creates a number of revolutions of 3000 Rotations Per Minute, rpm. If the stator 
winding has four poles, it corresponds to four magnetic poles – two north poles and two south 
poles, which create a number of revolutions of 1500 rpm and so forth. Normally, a motor can 
be switched between two adjacently number of poles in order to change the revolution. 
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, n = number of revolutions, f = frequency, p = poles 

 
Figure 13: The magnetic flux in a motor with two, four and six poles with belonging number of revolutions at 50 
Hz: 3000 rpm, 1500 rpm respective 750 rpm. 

3.3.1.2 Synchronous machine and Direct-Current (DC) machine 

The synchronous machine is an AC-machine and can be manufactured as one-phase or three-
phase. The same device can operate both as a motor and a generator. The synchronous 
machines major usage is as a power plant generator, since it is important to keep the 
frequency constant when regulating the actual power. As a motor the synchronous machine 
has limited usage, since it has poor starting capacity – the motor needs an external device to 
reach the desired number of revolution. Therefore the motor only occurs when dealing with 
great power by magnitude of MW (1 000 000 W).  
 
The Direct-Current (DC) machine works as a motor when decelerated and as a generator 
when an outer power source is applied. The DC-machine is very useful, since it has features 
such as high starting torque, fast acceleration, an easiness to handle the number of revolutions 
and to standardize AC with a high degree of efficiency. The Series motor is an example of a 
DC-machine. It is mainly used where high starting torque, overload capacity in torque and a 
number of revolution which drops with increasing load are required – for instance in 
elevators, cranes and subway trains.  
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3.3.2 Frequency converter 

A high-quality electrical engine should have a number of revolutions which is independent of 
the load, but simultaneously be adjustable to an arbitrary value in a wide range of revolutions. 
Franzèn and Lundgren (2002) describe three ways to regulate the number of revolutions of an 
asynchronous motor: 
 

1. By changing the number of poles of the stator (as described in 3.3.1.1 Asynchronous 
machine). Two or several number of revolutions can be obtained. The backlog (the 
ratio between an electrical motors ideal number of revolutions) is small and the degree 
of efficiency is high.  

 

 
Figure 14: Moment/rpm plot of changing poles of the stator. 

 
2. By controlling the voltage. An electronic variation in power voltage source feeds a 

load to the engines stator winding. Minor voltage reduces the moment curve and 
simultaneously increases the backlog. Consequently, the utilization factor becomes 
very low. 

 

 
Figure 15: Moment/rpm plot of different voltages. 

 
3. By controlling the frequency. This way is by far the most appealing and best way in 

order to be in command of an electrical motors speed and torque. Trough a frequency 
converter it becomes possible to manage both the frequency and the voltage. The 
backlog gets close to zero due to compensation. Also, the power losses by this method 
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are small in the entire register, which results in a high degree of efficiency. Further 
more some methods will be discussed on how frequency converters are composed. 

 

 
Figure 16: Moment/rpm-Hz plot of a frequency converter. 

 

A frequency converter transfers an alternative current (AC) of one frequency to another AC 
with another frequency. Frequency converters can be graduated into different varieties 
subsequent to functioning, see Figure 17 below. Frequency converters with direct-current 
(DC) voltage intermediate link are most common and will therefore be discussed further 
(Alfredsson, Jacobsson, Rejminger & Sinner, 1996). 
 

 
Figure 17: Classification of frequency converters 
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3.3.2.1 Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM) 

This kind of frequency converters uses a technique called Pulse Amplitude Modulation, PAM. 
The output voltages amplitude varies and the frequency is controlled so that proportionality is 
obtained between the voltage and the frequency. However, this method is rather old-
fashioned. 
 

 
Figure 18: Pulse Amplitude Modulation, PAM  

3.3.2.2 Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) 

This kind of frequency converter is the most common one and uses a technique called Pulse 
Width Modulation, PWM. This method chops down a constant DC voltage into pieces of 
short pulses. All these pulses create a sinusoidal mean value whose width can be controlled so 
that the total pulse width gives a required time-voltage surface. 
 

 
Figure 19: Pulse Width Modulation, PVM 

3.3.2.3 Direct Torque Control (DTC) 

This method is the very latest technology and is developed in order to replace the traditional 
PWM frequency converter. Direct Torque Control (DTC) describes the way in which the 
control of torque and speed are directly based on the actual state of the motor.  
 
Accordingly, PWM-drives use output voltage and output frequency as the primary control 
variables, which have to be pulse-width modulated before being applied to the motor (see 
Figure 20). DTC on the other hand, allows the motor’s torque and stator flux to be used as 
primary control variables, which values are obtained directly from the motor itself (see Figure 
21). Therefore, with DTC, there is no need for a separate voltage and frequency controlled 
PWM modulator. This results in a ten times faster response to actual change and eight times 
better dynamic speed accuracy, since “DTC uses the fastest digital signal processing 
hardware available and a more advanced mathematical understanding of how motor works” 
(www.abb.com, 2009). 
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Figure 20: The PWM-drive structure (www.abb.com, 2008). 
 

 
Figure 21: The DTC-drive structure (www.abb.com, 2008). 
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4. METHOD OF REALIZATION 
 
The method of realization used in this project was divided into three phases – information 
gathering, concept generation and Simulator-Based Design (SBD). These phases are 
commonly used in design projects, which in general are characterized by many iterative loops, 
especially in the SBD part. Also, the phases contribute to a structured line throughout the 
project. Figure 22 below gives an overview of this approach. 
 

 
Figure 22: Methods used in this project. 

 

4.1 Information Gathering 

Once the specific project description was put together, the information gathering could take 
place. Every project demands a solid foundation as basis for the oncoming design work. 
 
Based upon the projects problem statement and scope, a theoretical study was performed. 
This was done to create a useful knowledge and a deeper understanding of current theories 
and Human Factors. That is people’s senses, performance, behaviour and interaction with 
machines and computers etcetera. The results of this part of the project are summarized in 
Chapter 3. Brainstorming sessions was then conducted in order to result in ideas and design 
solutions to be used in the concept generating-phase. Parallel to the brainstorming sessions, 
paper- and computer-sketches were produced. This was made to find several solutions that 
were not only appealing, but also supported by survey theory. These sketches also served as a 
basis in the concept generating-phase. 
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4.2 Concept Generation 

One important cornerstone in SBD is to reuse already existing systems and components, so in 
this project many already existing results could be reused. In the concept generating-phase 
new and existing solutions were evaluated and refined until the design was satisfied and 
fulfilled its purpose.  
 
The brainstorming sessions and the sketches lead to a number of design concepts. All these 
concepts were worked up and shifted out before moving on to evaluation. Here the concepts 
were evaluated, based on previous theoretical studies. After evaluating each concept, they 
were passed on in order to be implemented or refined. Here, a decision was made to either 
repeat the design cycle or to take the evaluated concept to the next level towards a final 
concept. 

4.3 Simulator-Based Design (SBD)  

After discussions with Torbjörn Alm, who is the author of Simulator-Based Design – 
Methodology and vehicle display applications, it was clear that SBD is a very powerful tool 
when developing and designing Human-Machine Interaction (HMI) related systems. One of 
the great advantages with SBD is the easiness of making iterative changes during the process. 
The iterative way to work has its obvious benefits. It embraces to change for improvement 
and gives all the opportunities to reach a good end result. It is also important to mention that 
while the iterations in the concept generation phase was carried out in a more isolated way, 
the SBD approach is bringing in the complete car system with driver together with the traffic 
environment. Thus the concepts could be evaluated in a realistic surrounding.  
 
The SBD approach has its origin in the aerospace industry and has been extensively used in 
the Swedish fighter programs since the beginning of the seventies. This way of design work 
has been found successful and the main features applied to the automotive area are: 
  

• To meet the technology shift in cars with corresponding design methodology 
• To have proper tools for systems integration including sub-contractor products 
• To speed up the design process of new systems 
• To give early answers on design questions 
• To secure product quality 
• To minimize cost-consuming real tests  
• To evaluate integrated system solutions 
• To validate both technical and human performance simultaneously  
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Figure 23: The SBD work process shown in its different steps and iterations (Alm, 2007). 

 
In concluding this very short SBD review, it must be mentioned that one additional advantage 
compared to the traditional approach with physical prototypes in real test vehicles is that the 
simulator allows for testing dangerous events in order to challenge, for example, a warning 
system or human capacity limits. In other words, in the simulator you may do many things 
which are too dangerous to try in real cars in real traffic situations. This means that for many 
new systems the SBD methodology is the only way to get complete evaluation results (Alm, 
2008).  Another general advantage with SBD is that it is possible to use alternative time scales 
for induced events, and enable controlled situational and contextual information.  
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5. PROJECT RESOURCES 
 
Project resources describe important software, hardware and facilities that are of interest in 
this project. The programs used for implementation will be discussed next, followed by 
facilities and simulator hardware. 

5.1 Programs Used for Implementation  

The programs used in the implementation work of this project were Adobe Illustrator CS2, 
Adobe Photoshop CS3, Adobe Flash CS3 Professional and Asim, used in this chronological 
order. The design concepts, made in Illustrator CS2 and Photoshop CS3, were imported to 
Flash CS3 to give the applications dynamics. The surrounding environment, provided by the 
vehicle simulation software ASim, was reused and refined by existing scenarios. These four 
programs will be further described below. 

5.1.1 Adobe Illustrator CS2 

Adobe Illustrator CS2 is a vector-based drawing program released and published by Adobe 
Systems Incorporated. The great advantage with vector-based drawing programs is that it can 
be, simplified said, scaled in any case without ruin the picture or demanding more or less 
space. In other words, there is no need to finalize the exact size of features before exporting it 
to different software’s. The main task of Illustrator is to create graphics, working with layers, 
editing and to easily add effects like gradients and drop shadows etc. This program has been 
well used during the project. 
 

 
Figure 24: The Illustrator CS2 interface. 
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5.1.2 Adobe Photoshop CS3 

Adobe Photoshop CS3 is a graphics editing program, released and published by Adobe 
Systems Incorporated. The main purpose of Photoshop is to process images, add effects and 
editing etcetera. Photoshop is the current and primary market leader for commercial image 
manipulation. Photoshop is a pixel-based program, which means that each pixel gets edit 
when manipulating the image. The great advantage of Photoshop is the ability to rapidly 
change the content of an image into demanding needs. This means, for instance, that 
photographs do not have to be perfect. They can easily be modified in brightness, saturation, 
black and white or whatever into a perfect photo. The only “disadvantage” of Photoshop is 
that it is pixel-based, which means that enlargements of images is dependent on the images 
pixel-content (unlike Illustrator which is vector-based). However, today’s cameras have more 
performance than enough in order to enlarge pictures pretty much.   
 

 
Figure 25: The Photoshop CS3 interface. 
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5.1.3 Adobe Flash CS3 Professional 

Adobe Flash CS3 Professional is a program commonly used for creating interactive, 
multimedia content. The majority of the applications created with this software are used on 
the web to present audio, videos and interactive graphics. Flash CS3 Professional is highly 
integrated with Illustrator and Photoshop, since both Illustrator and Photoshop creates 
powerful graphics and may then easily be imported into Flash to create interactivity. It is the 
programming language called Action Script 3.0, which Flash CS3 Professional uses to create 
interactivity. 
 

 
Figure 26: The Flash CS3 Professional interface. 

5.1.4 ASim 

The simulator software in the VR lab is ASim, which creates a complete and highly 
customable virtual environment. ASim is a product developed by ACE Simulation AB (now 
HiQ Ace AB), which is a spin-off company from the VR lab. The software is used for 
simulator-based development and evaluation of in-vehicle systems and its main purpose is to 
supply a human-in-the-loop vehicle simulator that fully supports the product development 
process within the SBD approach. ASim has been designed to be very flexible and allows the 
user to integrate custom made modules. The ASim-based simulator environment is used for 
virtual prototyping, evaluating system designs, user acceptance studies and product 
requirement feedback as well as users performance studies.  
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ASim was used when creating scenarios to the human-in-the-loop simulation. Already 
existing scenarios were used in this project, created by earlier projects and thesis work. One 
can simply modify and add/subtract ambient traffic, surrounding environments, roads etcetera 
in order to create situations that challenge the in-vehicle systems in question.  
 

 
Figure 27: The ASim interface. 

5.1.5 Facilities  

This master thesis geographical location is at the A-building on Campus Valla at the 
University of Linköping, where the VR-laboratory is located. The simulator facilities consist 
mainly of three rooms: the workshop, the control room and the simulator hall. Since the 
simulator workshop is only accommodated for software development, a special electronic 
workshop has been used when developing and testing electrical components such as the 
circuit board and the frequency converter. Below some pictures of each room can be seen, as 
well as a map of the A-building.  
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Figure 28: A map of the A-building at Campus Valla.   
 

 
Figure 29: The simulator hall, the software workshop and the electronic workshop. 
 

In the simulator hall the ceiling height is 2.75 m. This is not however the limiting factor of the 
cockpit height. The limiting factor is much clingier and is set by the projectors to have a clear 
projection. See Figure 30 below. The simulators screens and projectors are custom placed for 
the cockpit to be at a specific location. This location puts the driver 4 meters from the centre 
screen and this position gives a practical ceiling height of 1.95 m. This means that the actual 
cockpit can be built up with a maximum of 40 cm over the current level before the cockpit 
roof gets in the way of the projectors light rays. Therefore, any constructions such as a rail 
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and/or a hexapod would fore sure demand a new and bigger facility. See the images in chapter 
6.1.1.1 The University of Leeds Driving Simulator and 6.1.1.2 The University of Iowa’s 
Driving Simulator, NADS to realize why new facilities would be required if rails and/or a 
hexapod would be installed. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 30: Showing how the practical ceiling height is set by the projectors. 

5.1.6 Simulator Hardware 

The simulator cockpit consists of a front end of a Saab 9-3. It rests on a simple squared steel 
construction, which in turn has four minor plastic wheels welded onto each corner. Since the 
cockpit has no actual wheels or engine, its weight is only about 250 kg. In the engine 
compartment there is a projector, multiple loose electronics such as circuit’s boards and net 
adapters – supplying each specific device with power. Also, a big electronic motor is installed 
to give force feedback in the steering wheel. 
 
The surrounding environment is projected by five projectors onto five screens giving 220 
degrees field of view. Also, the left rear view mirror is replaced by a LCD-screen. In total, 
this field of view gives the driver a fairly true and realistic feeling. 
 
The simulator has three computers that can run FlashWin2. FlashWin2 is the software 
program that makes it possible for Flash applications to communicate with the simulation 
software ASim. At present, the three computers are distributed to following applications: 
 

• Main Instrument 
• Head Up Display (HUD) 
• Tactile Driver Seat Alt. Centre Console  

 
This means that the tactile driver seat cannot run together with the centre console. This is of 
course not desirable, but unfortunately true. Sadly, this thesis flash application also has to 
compete with other flash applications, which means that some other feature has to be 
sacrificed. This problem is indefensible and must naturally be solved in the near future for 
upcoming projects and theses. In the beginning the thoughts was to go without either the side 
left view or the side right view, which would imply that a surrounding projector had to be 
sacrificed. But as mentioned above, only three computers can run FlashWin2. Besides these 
three computers, there are seven others. Six of them are displaying the virtual driving 
environment and the seventh are administrating the simulation software ASim. 
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6. DESIGN PROCESS 

6.1 Information Gathering 

The thesis started with a relevant theory study in order to create a useful knowledge and a 
deeper understanding for current theories, hardware and Human Factors as reported above. 
Then a state-of-the-art investigation was made to see what the market could provide in the 
area of Haptic feedback. 

6.1.1 State of the Art  

The great advantage of simulators is that different scenarios can be performed in accurately 
controlled and repeatable laboratory conditions over and over again, with many persons to 
experiment on. By being able to test different kinds of systems, concepts and interfaces in a 
simulator, many mistakes and errors during the development phase can be avoided and 
hopefully contribute to a more elaborated product. However, the achieved data can differ in 
validity dependent on how “true” a simulator is.  
 
Driving simulators are divided into three categories: Low-, average- and high cost simulators. 
A low cost simulator has limited visual feedback, poor sound quality and limited driving 
experience due to lack of a cabin. This kind of simulator has usually only one monitor and is 
often controlled by a hand unit and/or a joystick and pedals. An average cost simulator has 
more advanced technical equipment. This contributes to a wide horizontal field of view with 
realistic feedback, better sound quality and often a complete cabin who gives driving 
experience through motion feedback (resistance in the steering wheel and pedals etc). The 
simulator at Linköpings University goes under this category. A high cost simulator differs 
from an average cost simulator by an even better field of view and sound quality feedback. 
The biggest difference is though by comprehensive movement possibilities, with at least six 
degrees of freedom.  
 
It is the comprehensive movement possibilities that are an inspiration source in this master 
thesis, since this thesis´ main task is to simulate the vehicles contact with the surface of the 
road. It does not mean that “our” simulator goes from an average- to a high cost simulator, far 
off. It does not mean that “our” simulator will get any degrees of freedom either. But only 
high cost simulators have this kind of equipment and technique of simulating a vehicles 
contact with the surface of the road and that’s why they are of interest. However, after this 
master thesis the simulator at Linköpings University might be a state of the art in the category 
of average cost simulators.  
 
There are several high cost simulators around the world and a few of them will be further 
discussed. In figure 31 one can see a compilation of existing simulators with investment 
expenditure of 10-850 million SEK (www.vti.se, 2008). Since this master thesis is interested 
in respective driving simulators movement possibilities, only these features will be 
considered.  
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Movement     Linear Linear XY-table Big  

        yaw 90   XY-table 

Picture Fixed Dome with  Dome with  Dome with  Dome with  Dome with  

  screen screen screen screen screen screen 

1984  
Daimler-

Benz VTI I     

1989   Mazda     

1990   
VTI II, 
Toyota     

1994 Nissan  
Daimler-

Benz     

1999 
Renault, 

RVI       

2000      NADS 

2001  FORD      

2003  TRL      

2004    VTI III Renault   

2005  BMW      

2006     Leeds Toyota 

2007     
Peugeot, 
Citroén   

2009       
Daimler-

Benz     

Figure 31: A compilation of some existing simulators with investment expenditure of 10-850 million SEK, 
recreated from VTI (www.vti.se, 2008). 

6.1.1.1 The University of Leeds Driving Simulator 

The University of Leeds Driving Simulator began in late 2005 with preparatory construction. 
The main components of the simulator were assembled in June/July 2006 and the entire 
system was manufactured by Bosch Rexroth.  
 
The simulator is designed to incorporate a total payload of 2,5 ton, with whole eight degrees 
of freedom motion system. The motion system consists of a six degree of freedom hexapod 
mounted up upon a two degree of freedom XY-table, (see Figure 32 below).  

 
Figure 32: The driving simulators movement possibilities at the University of Leeds. The vehicle (Jaguar S-type) 
is located inside the dome. 
 

The six degree of freedom hexapod is composed of six hydraulic cylinders and pistons that 
can achieve surge, sway, heave, pitch, roll and yaw to a certain extent. Also, the two degree of 
freedom system can slide 5 m of effective travel in each direction (X and Y). With this motion 
system it is possible to achieve acceleration, braking and lateral accelerations by sliding the 
whole dome configuration along the railed XY-table. Also, for instance, long sweeping curves 
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are simulated by using the tilt coordination of the hexapod. The motion system also provides 
lifelike heave, allowing the simulation of road roughness and bumps. These motions enhance 
the trustworthiness of the simulator by providing realistic features, as mentioned above 
(www.its.leeds.ac.uk, 2008). 

6.1.1.2 The University of Iowa’s Driving Simulator, NADS 

The University of Iowa’s driving simulator, or the National Advanced Driving Simulator 
(NADS), is a national shared-use facility were federal and state governments, industry and 
military has working collaborations. The NADS-1 is the most sophisticated and advanced 
simulator of its kind in the world and was established in 2000.  
 
The NADS-1 simulator consists of 13 degrees of freedom. The motion system has unique 
capabilities that set it apart from other simulators. The 7,3 m, in diameter, dome locates a 
vehicle, which is mounted on four hydraulic actuators that produce vibrations imitating the 
road´s surface. The entire dome itself is mounted on a yaw ring that can rotate the dome about 
its vertical axis by 330 degrees in each direction. The yaw ring is then built up upon a 
hydraulic hexapod, which in turn is mounted on two belt-driven beams that can move 
independently along the X and Y axes, (see Figure 33).  
 

 
Figure 33: National Advanced Driving Simulator (NADS) at the University of Iowa, which is the worlds most 
advanced and sophisticated simulator. 

 
The hexapod consists of six hydraulic actuators with a stroke length of 1,2 m that has the 
same features as the simulator in Leeds - surge, sway, heave, pitch, roll and yaw. The yaw 
ring which can rotate the dome about its vertical axis by 330 degrees in each direction is one 
feature that makes this simulator unique. Also, another feature that makes this simulator the 
best in the world is the size of the XY-platform. The platform provides an area of 400 m2 (20 
m x 20 m in the X- and Y-direction). This results in a “motion system that is capable of 
providing high-fidelity acceleration cues by blending the hexapod-induced accelerations with 

the yaw ring and X-Y assembly accelerations”. Consequently, the NADS-1 provides 
sustainable motion cues to a cost corresponding to 850 millions SEK (www.nads-
sc.uiowa.edu, 2008). 

6.1.1.3 Examining the Interior 

Two of the most advanced and sophisticated driving simulators have just been presented to 
you. Both of them are claiming that they are the best simulators in the world. And yes, they 
are the best driving simulators in the world when it comes to their comprehensive movement 
capabilities. But that’s also it. When examining the cabins interior in these “world class” 
simulators, one discovers alarming poor glass cockpit concept (mentioned in Chapter 1.2.1). It 
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seems that none of them are researching and/or developing on the interaction between the 
driver and the possibility of a dynamic driver interface. This area (dynamic driver interface) is 
the main research- and developing-area in the VR-laboratory at Linköping University.  
 
The automobiles of tomorrow will have a main instrument and centre console consisting of 
screen-based technology, instead of the current solution with static buttons and gauges, i.e. 
“iron instruments”. The cars will also be equipped with head-up displays and, most definitely, 
using the tactile source of information a lot more. As future cars become more and more 
sophisticated the demand of presenting information increases. With the glass cockpit concept, 
one can manage this increasing information flow by presenting crucial information when 
needed, i.e. situation adapted presentation. All these features, screen-based main instrument 
and touch screen centre console, head-up display and a tactile seat are all existing features in 
the VR-laboratory at Linköpings University. See Figure 34 below at NADS, Leeds and 
Linköping Universities interior cabin and compare the screen based technology: 
 

   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 34: To the upper left NADS interior, upper right Leeds interior and the lower picture are of the interior 
from the VR-laboratory at Linköpings University.   
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6.2 Concept Generation 

As mentioned earlier in this report, the focus in this project has been to add more realism into 
a fixed base car simulator by stimulating the human haptic perception. More specifically, this 
thesis will create/simulate the vehicles contact with the surface of the road. 

6.2.1 Brainstorming 

Brainstorming sessions was conducted in order to result in ideas and design solutions to be 
used in this phase. The purpose of brainstorming sessions is that involved members ought to 
be stimulated by ones ideas, through combining and improving others ideas.  
 
Current brainstorming discussed what kind of possible solutions that could satisfy this master 
thesis needs when it comes to economical aspects, technical difficulties and time frames. This 
thesis´ main task is rather advanced and as written above in the state of the art, several million 
SEK are invested in simulators around the world to achieve “comprehensive” movement 
possibilities. But even then, as mentioned in Sensory Conflict Theory in chapter 3.2.2.2 
Health and Safety, VTI´s identical playback of surveyed vibrations in their simulator was 
perceived as too strong. 

6.2.2 Sketching 

The initial ideas and the problem statement, parallel to the brainstorming sessions, a number 
of paper- and computer-sketches were produced. This was made to find several solutions that 
not only fulfilled the economical aspects, technical difficulties, available time frames, but also 
supported by surveyed theory. These ideas/sketches served as a basis in the concept 
generating-phase. 

6.2.3 Design Concepts 

The choice of an electrical three-phased motor was among others, because of a small budget. 
Of course, there were other possible solutions that were of interest, such as hydraulic- and 
pneumatic actuators, electrical choke coils etcetera. However, the hydraulic and pneumatic 
solution would be too expensive, require lots of components in order to function correctly, 
and access to compressed fluid/air and require an extensive software program connecting the 
actuators with the simulation software. The list can be infinite. Concerning the electrical 
choke coils, they would have to be built from scratch in order to get the right properties. Also 
the mentioned solutions (hydraulic, pneumatic and choke coils) would take too much time to 
lambaste. As already stated, the final choice was an electrical motor, whose real usage is in 
concrete constructions as a concrete vibrator. Before the final experiment could take place 
there were some technical issues that had to be solved concerning the motor and its handling: 
 

1. To be in control of a motors rpm (to simulate different kinds of vibrations), one needs 
a frequency converter.  

2. To be in control of the frequency converter, one needs to control the potentiometer 
through a computer (since it has to listen to the simulation software).  

3. Create a connection between the frequency converter and the simulation software. 
 
The biggest problem arises when connecting the frequency converter with the ASim 
simulation software. This one-way communication was first to be realized by developing new 
software that could send signals to an I/0-card (an accessory component in computers), which 
in the end could control the frequency converter. After examining the possibilities of 
designing such software-program, the realization of that serious computer coding knowledge 
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was needed to secure its function. Since lack of knowledge about advanced computer coding, 
contact was taken with ACE Simulation AB (today a part of HiQ International AB). ACE 
Simulation has developed the existing simulation software in the virtual reality laboratory and 
they offered to create the needed software for approximately 20 000-30 000 SEK. The 
described way can be seen in Figure 35 below – the upper path. 
 

 
Figure 35: Alternative paths to fulfil the final destination. 
 

To buy the new software from ACE Simulation AB was of course out of question, due to a 
small budget. Therefore an optional way to solve the needed connection between the 
frequency converter and ASim was chosen. This optional way will be described in detail next 
and can be seen above in Figure 35 as the lower path. 
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6.3 Realization and Final Design 

In this section the evaluated concepts are described as how they were achieved in realism. 
This could be accomplished by using different software programs and/or the ability to 
manipulate certain features inside the vehicle simulation software ASim. 

 6.3.1 Flash application 

In the end, to be able to control the AC engine, a minor flash application was designed. This 
application will be viewed on a LCD-screen and since the tactile presentation is a “private 
signal” only presented to the driver (and eventually a co-rider) the LCD-screen would be an 
asset in demo presentations and would also give an excellent overview of the system. The 
benefits of this solution were therefore also far greater than a more direct approach with no 
visual presentation.  
 
The flash application is designed as followed: The numbered buttons, 1 to 15, corresponds in 
the end to 15 different numbers of revolutions and thereby vibrations in the motor, in 
ascending order. Each number sets the graphical car (Hummer HX) in motion in order to 
visualize the simulators movement. The “OFF” button turns plainly the applied numbers of 
revolutions (and vibrations) off and the “Pulse” button is actually to “warm up” the 
photodiodes. For enhancing the reign level, all other buttons are toned down. The numbered 
buttons and the pulse button turns on white circles, which exposure the photodiodes, who 
works as circuit switches. The photodiodes functionality will be further discussed next.  
 

  
Figure 36: To the left: The general interface of the flash application. To the right: The interface when the 13: th 
level of applied number of revolutions (and vibrations) is sent to the electrical motor. Behold the toned buttons 
and the “vibrating” car. 

6.3.2 Photodiodes 

A photodiode is a simple electronic device with similar properties as a standard diode. The 
main difference is the photodiodes capacity to react on exposure of light. Hence, when a 
photodiode is exposed to light, it will enable current and in darkness disrupt the line of 
current. 
   
In this master thesis, four photodiodes are mounted on a device on a LCD-screen. The 
photodiodes are placed in the centre of each of the four white circles of the flash application. 
These photodiodes refers to the binary number system. This means that different 
combinations of activated photodiodes (activated when exposed to mentioned white circles) 
refer, in the end, to a specific output voltage dependent on chosen amplification (see Figure 
37 below). 
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Binary number Output voltage (V) Output Voltage (V) Output Voltage (V) 

   Amplification: 0  Amplification: 2.5 Amplification: 4 
0 0 0 0   0    0    0 
0 0 0 1   0, 16    0, 4    0, 64 
0 0 1 0   0, 32    0, 8    1, 28 
0 0 1 1   0, 48    1, 2    1, 92 
0 1 0 0   0, 64    1, 6    2, 56   
0 1 0 1   0, 8    2    3, 2 
0 1 1 0   0, 96    2, 4    3, 84 
0 1 1 1    1, 12    2, 8    4, 48 
1 0 0 0    1, 28    3, 2    5, 12 
1 0 0 1    1, 44    3, 6    5, 76 
1 0 1 0    1, 6    4    6, 4 
1 0 1 1    1, 76    4, 4    7, 04 
1 1 0 0    1, 92    4, 8    7, 68 
1 1 0 1    2, 08    3, 2    8, 32 
1 1 1 0   2, 24    5, 6    8, 96 
1 1 1 1    2, 4    6    9, 6 
Figure 37: Four photodiodes represents the binary number system with respective output voltage (theoretical).  

 
The photodiodes are connected to a well thought-out circuit board that briefly converts the 
exposed photodiodes into digital 1s and 0s and then further on into analogue voltage output. 
The circuit board will be discussed next. 

6.3.3 Circuit board 

The circuit board is, as mentioned above, well thought-out. This section will guide you 
through the different happenings and events in the circuit layout. Keep an eye on the layout in 
Figure 39 below, to keep up with the text.  
 
To begin with, the frequency converter uses a control signal that has an operating range 
between 0 to 10 V [Volt]. That is why the circuit is provided for 12 V. These 12 V are 
collected from an output source of the frequency converter. However, most electrical 
components in this circuit are conformable to 5 V, so a voltage regulator is installed in order 
to reduce the feeding of 12 V to 5 V.  The three capacitors parallel to the voltage regulator, 
are established to keep the signal stable with no noise. Besides, all capacitors in the circuit are 
established to keep the signal stable with no noise 
 
The photodiodes works as circuit switchers and when they are exposed to light they let a 
small amount of current through. This current “opens” the transistor that lets the voltage flow 
through, heading for the comparator. The comparator is a device that plainly compares two 
input voltages. One of theses voltages comes from the photodiode and is (in theory) close to 5 
V when exposed to light and 0 V when in darkness. The other voltage source is designed (by 
resistors) to be 2.5 V. When the photodiodes voltage is larger than the reference voltage of 2.5 
V, the comparator sends this signal further on as a digital 1. Otherwise the signal is a digital 0, 
when the photodiodes voltage is smaller then the reference voltage. The comparator is 
installed to give “clean” signals, due to photodiodes is very sensitive and can react to random 
light that is not meant to be. Only when exposed to the flash applications white circles, the 
photodiodes reach 2.5 V and above.  
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Now, the digital 1s and 0s moves on into the Digital-Analogue Converter (DAC). As the 
name indicates, the digital 1s and 0s are converted into analogue voltage, (see Figure 37 
above). However, the only suitable DAC that satisfied this master thesis need, had a 
maximum voltage output of 2.5 V. The frequency converter has, as mentioned earlier, an 
operating range of 0 to 10 V, so an amplifier was installed. The amplification step was at first 
designed to gain the input voltage 4 times in order to reach the required 10 V output voltage. 
However, later on it appeared that the interval 0 – 10 V was too big and each binary-step 
resulted in severe differences. Therefore the amplification step was reduced to gain the input 
voltage 2.5 times, reaching 6.25 V output voltages. This was done by adding certain resistors 

in combination with the amplifier that fulfilled the equation of gain:
1

215.2
R

R
+= , where 

Ω= kR 5.12  and Ω= kR 11 . Again, see Figure 37 above for specific output voltage. 

 
That’s it! Now the frequency converter can be controlled by activating different combinations 
of the photodiodes. In Appendix 1, all the specific components article number and ordering 
number are available. 

 
Figure 38: To the left: The circuit board. To the right: The device that holds the photodiodes in place over the 
LCD-screen, designed by us (Oskar & Erik) and produced by the University’s workshop.  
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Figure 39: The structure/layout of the circuit board. 
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6.3.4 Frequency converter 

As mentioned in the theory of frequency converters, this way is by far the most appealing and 
best way in order to be in command of an electrical motor’s speed and torque. Trough a 
frequency converter it becomes possible to manage both the frequency and the voltage. The 
backlog gets close to zero due to compensation. Also, the power losses by this method are 
small in the entire register, which results in a high degree of efficiency. 
 
The used frequency converter was given to this master thesis after a conversation with ABB 
AB.  Fortunately, ABB had an expired frequency converter that would fit this thesis needs. 
The frequency converters label is ACS50 and operates between 0, 18 kW [kilowatts] to 2, 2 
kW with a maximum output current of 1, 4 A [Ampere]. The great with ACS50, other than it 
is vey small, is that it uses regular one-phase input as power supply. Otherwise, a three-phase 
contact had to be indented in the VR-laboratory, which would cost a lot of money.  
 
Initially, another frequency converter was considered. However, that frequency converter 
could handle electrical machines up to 37 kW with a maximum output current of 93 A, which 
is a bit oversized…  

                      
Figure 40: The first (huge) considered frequency converter compared to the used slight one. To the right, a close 
up image on the used frequency converters front panel. 

 
The ACS50 uses an input control signal that has an operating range from 0 to 10 V. This 
voltage input comes originally from the photodiodes who represents the binary number 
system. 0 V input represents 0 % of output rpm in the electrical motor, while 10 V input 
represents to 100 % output rpm in the electrical motor. Since the circuit board was designed 
for a maximum output of 6, 25 V, this represents to 62, 5 % output rpm in the electrical 
motor. 
 
The ACS50 uses the technique called Pulse Width Modulation, PWM. This method chops 
down a constant direct-current (DC) voltage into pieces of short pulses. All these pulses create 
a sinusoidal mean value whose width can be controlled so that the total pulse width gives a 
required time-voltage surface (Franzèn & Lundgren, 2002). 
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Figure 41: Left panel, Moment/rpm-Hz plot of a motor controlled by a frequency converter and in the right 
panel: Pulse Width Modulation, PVM. 
 

The frequency converter is mounted onto a wall with good air circulation in order to cool 
down the device, if it ever reaches a high service temperature. However, the frequency 
converter never reaches especially high service temperatures, since it is barely loaded due to 
several reasons:  
 

• Only 62, 5 % of the frequency converters total capacity is used, since smoother steps 
between each vibration level was needed (see Figure 37 above for comparison). 

• The frequency converter is suitable for motors between 180 – 2 200 W, and the used 
motor’s power in this thesis equals 180 W. 

6.3.5 Electrical motor 

As mentioned earlier, the choice of an electrical three-phased motor was among others, 
because of a small budget and an already terminal product – no modification was needed. The 
motor is launched by Anboni AB and the motors real usage is in concrete constructions as a 
concrete vibrator. It is supposed to clear out air bubbles in the concrete and to make the 
surface fairly in level and smooth (skin like). The motor is an asynchronous machine, which 
have several good features. They are manufactured in a wide range of effects, have a simple 
and robust construction, excellent performance, big overload capacity and are easy to handle 
(Franzèn & Lundgren, 2002).  
 
So, 0 V input into the frequency converter represents 0 % of output rpm in the electrical 
motor, while 10 V input into the frequency converter represents 100 % of output rpm in the 
electrical motor. Trough the flash application, photodiodes and the circuit board, 16 
distinguished steps (rpm) are available to choose from. Also, there are adjustable weights on 
each side of the motor, which gives the possibility to decide the magnitude of the vibrations. 
The motor is placed and bolted under the cockpit, connected and power supplied by the 
frequency converter. 
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Below follows the motors dimensions, parameters and some general pictures. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 42: The electrical motors dimensions and parameters. 
 

             
Figure 43: The electrical motor with and without apron.  
 

The electrical motor is placed upside-down under the car cockpit on the passenger side and its 
rotating axle is in the cockpits direction. Several different placements and internal orientation 
of the motor was tried out and evaluated before its final placement and orientation. The 
adjustable weights on each side of the motor are settled to 10 % of its total capacity and, as 
mentioned above, only fed with 62, 5 % of the total power.  

6.4 Implementation  

The implementation stage involved the realization of the SBD theory – to implement, 
evaluate, and refine concepts. In this master thesis the implementation stage has meant to 
assemble the electrical motor onto the car cockpit and to adjust its settings, mounted the 
frequency converter onto a wall with good air circulation flow and to fit the circuit board with 
its photodiodes onto the screen, where the flash application is running. The flash application 
was created with no problems, since the knowledge about this program, with its new script-
code, already existed. The entire application is well thought-out, meaning that future changes 
and improvements can easily be made. 

A B C D E F 

68 106 225 130 145 33 

        

ӨG H I L M N 

8,5 62 120 115 45 120 

3000 varv/min, 3-fas 

Type W A max 230 V A max 400 V Moment 

MVE 
200/3 180 0,6 0,35 19,7 
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6.5 Measurements  

The final vibrations that are used when evaluating the haptic feedback were all studied and 
measured to investigate if any dangerous frequencies arise and to find out how long one can 
be exposed to these frequencies. This was done by measuring the vibrations in the vertical 
direction with a device that measures the vibrations speed. The vibrometers output is an r.m.s-
value of the speed and is placed on the object one want to measure (the right device in Figure 
44). Then one has to tune in the actual frequency of the vibration to get a result in the 
measuring device (the left device in Figure 44).  
 

 
Figure 44: The used measurement device when examining the vibrations in the car simulator. 
 

However, in formulas of vibrations, it is the r.m.s-value of the acceleration that is of interest. 
But, as described in Chapter 3.2.1 Waves and vibrations, the only thing that separates the 
speed from the acceleration is fπω 2=  (with the exception of phase shift and direction, which 

is irrelevant in this case):  
 
Velocity = )cos()( max tAtx ωω=&       [Formula 3] 

Acceleration = )sin()( max
2 tAtx ωω−=&&      [Formula 4] 

( ) ( )
8

8 ..max

T
TAA smr ⋅=        [Formula 7] 

 
The surveyed vibrations are therefore multiplied with fπω 2=  and then weighted according 

to Figure 11. Then each vibration is put in Formula 7, in order to calculate the maximum time 
one can be exposed to the vibration, provided that the daily limit is not exceeded 

( ( ) 2/5,08 smA = ).  
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Following data was obtained: 
 
Level of vibration Frequency (Hz)  acceleration after maximum time (h) 

        weighting (mm/s
2
) 

3    5, 5    0, 066   - 
4    6, 9    0, 4    - 
5    8, 5    1, 4    - 
6    10    1, 0    - 
7    14    5, 4    9 
 
As can be seen above, the vibration that affected us the most was the level 7 vibration. One 
can consequently be exposed to the level 7 vibration for 9 hours, without exceeding the daily 
limit. Since only level 3 to 7 are programmed to be used in scenarios, only these levels were 
of interest when measuring.  

6.6 Evaluation 

To get an initial evaluation of the haptic feedback, a minor human-in-the-loop study was 
conducted. This study was an important part of this master thesis. The outcome of this study 
answered to several important questions, such as: is the haptic feedback system a useful 
feature to the simulator resource? Is the system successful? What can be improved to make it 

even more realistic?  
 
The first step after designing the test was to engage test persons, which mainly were recruited 
among fellow students. After collecting essential data from twelve of them, sufficient 
information was received since a clear trend in the results appeared.  
 
Before performing any actual tasks, the engaged test persons were given a short introduction 
of the setup and purpose of the evaluation. This introduction was first presented in text, 
followed by a smaller complemented presentation of different settings in the simulator. The 
introduction text, both in Swedish and in English, can be viewed in Appendix 2.  
 
The basic setup of the test is to let the test person drive two identical routs in the simulator. 
The first route has the haptic feedback system inactivated, while the second route has the 
haptic feedback system activated. During and after the driving session, several questions 
about the driving experience were asked. The questions were constructed with statements that 
were answered in form of Likert Scale. The Likert scale is very popular and commonly used 
to measure the level of agreement or disagreement of a given statement. In this study a five 
level scale was used, which gives the test person the opportunity to not take a stand (see 
Figure 45). 
 

1. Strongly disagree    1. Strongly disagree  
2. Disagree      2. Disagree  
3. Neither agree nor disagree   3. Agree 
4. Agree      4. Strongly Agree 
5. Strongly Agree 

Figure 45: Likert five-level scale and four-level scale 

 
The results of these questions are presented below in Chapter 7 Results and the actual 
questionnaire can be found in Appendix 3. 
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7. RESULTS 
 
This chapter describes the features of the Haptic Feedback project and will be all about the 
results from the conducted evaluation and the final design. But first, a quick review of this 
master thesis´ purpose: 
 
The main goal of this thesis has been to add more realism into a fixed base car simulator by 
stimulating the human haptic perception. More specifically, this thesis will create/simulate the 
vehicles contact with the surface of the road. The focus have been to make the simulated 
driving experience as true as possible in order to give contingent investigations and research 
findings a more reliable and trustworthy outcome. Another ambition has been to neutralize the 
simulator sickness phenomenon, which occurs when the brain has inconsistent cognitive 
models of the motion environment. By stimulating the haptic receptors, this problem may be 
partly solved.  
 
The final vibrations that are used when evaluating the haptic feedback were all studied and 
measured in advance, as described in Chapter 6.5 Measurements. This was done to investigate 
if any dangerous frequencies arise and to find out how long one can be exposed to these 
vibrations/frequencies.  
The vibration that affected us the most was the level 7 vibration, which works around 
frequencies at 14 Hz. The measuring shows an r.m.s.-value of the acceleration to be 5, 4 
mm/s2. When this value is put in the formula of the maximum time one can be exposed to the 
vibration, provided that the daily limit is not exceeded, the result gets close to 9 hours. These 
measurements were conducted as close to the vibrator as possible, which means the vibrations 
in the actual driver seat are less due to absorbing materials in between. This implies that 9 
hours are at the lower edge. 
 
As mentioned in the chapter of evaluation, a human-in-the-loop study was performed. A 
questionnaire was created and below the results from this questionnaire can be seen. Notice 
that the second round involves the haptic feedback system, while in the first round the haptic 
feedback system was disabled. 
 
The second round was more realistic than the first round. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 Strongly disagree

2 Disagree

3 Neither agree nor disagree

4 Agree

5 Strongly Agree

M edian = 4,5
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The second round was more comfortable than the first round. 

0 1 2 3 4 5

1 Strongly disagree

2 Disagree

3 Neither agree nor disagree

4 Agree

5 Strongly Agree

M edian = 4

 
 
You experienced less motion sickness during the second round, compared to the first 

round. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 Strongly disagree

2 Disagree

3 Neither agree nor disagree

4 Agree

5 Strongly Agree

M edian = 3

 
 
You experienced that the vibrations comported with remaining visual and auditory 

reality. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 Strongly disagree

2 Disagree

3 Neither agree nor disagree

4 Agree

5 Strongly Agree

Median = 4

 
 
You experienced the vibrations as natural. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 Strongly disagree

2 Disagree

3 Neither agree nor disagree

4 Agree

5 Strongly Agree

Median = 4
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You think that the vibrations comport with remaining visual and auditory reality at 

following constant speed: 30 km/h. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 Strongly disagree

2 Disagree

3 Neither agree nor disagree

4 Agree

5 Strongly Agree

Median = 4

 
 
You think that the vibrations comport with remaining visual and auditory reality at 

following constant speed: 70 km/h. 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 Strongly disagree

2 Disagree

3 Neither agree nor disagree

4 Agree

5 Strongly Agree

Median = 4

 
 
You think that the vibrations comport with remaining visual and auditory reality at 

following constant speed: 110 km/h. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 St rongly disagree

2 Disagree

3 Neit her agree nor disagree

4 Agree

5 St rongly Agree

Median = 4

 
 
As the images above shows, the scale goes from the lowest value strongly disagree (1) to the 
highest value strongly agree (5) and briefly, the results look very good! 
Seven out of these eight questions have a median value of 4 or higher, which is an excellent 
grade. The median can often give a better picture of what is “normal” than what a mean-value 
gives, especially if a few measurements drastically differ from the others. However, seven out 
of eight questions have a mean value above 3 and one of these eight questions equals 3, which 
also is an excellent grade.  
 
Another interesting result was when examining the vibrations influence of the speed. The test 
persons were asked to estimate the speed from a total visual, auditory and haptic point of 
view. In general, all test persons estimated the constant speed to be higher when increasing 
the vibration of the simulator. Accordingly, it is very important to find the right settings of the 
visual, auditory and haptic feedback for a coherent experience in the simulator.  
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One more interesting result was how the test persons reacted when exposed to powerful 
vibrations (level 15). Some test persons compared it with a heavy sand road. However, every 
single test person compared it with rumble strips in the roads centre- and sideline. This feature 
might be very useful when resembling roads, since more and more roads get rumble strip in 
the centreline.  
 
As seen above, all results are very positive. The first statement “the second round was more 
realistic than the first round” gave a mean value of 4.25, which is a great result. It shows that 
this master thesis has accomplished its main focus and has contributed to an additional superb 
application of the simulated driving experience. This, together with remaining fine results, 
will give contingent investigations and research findings a more reliable and trustworthy 
outcome! 
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8. DISCUSSION 
 

We begin this chapter with personal reflections upon our work.  
 
The semester before we started with our master thesis we did a project in the simulator called 
“Driver Support Optimization”. During that time we learned how to operate the simulator and 
how to develop new software. We enjoyed working with the simulator and it was a natural 
step to proceed, to work with the simulator, with a master thesis. Since we had done a lot of 
software development in the earlier project, we felt that we wanted to get our hands on a 
project that involved some hardware design. We also wanted our thesis to be a valuable 
resource to the simulator. That is how the “Haptic Feedback” thesis started.  
 
During this thesis we have confronted a wide spectrum of science areas such as mechanics, 
electronics and ergonomics. This has really put our education and knowledge on trial. And 
when we look back on what we have done, we both feel really satisfied with our work. We 
have used our already learned knowledge and gained a whole lot new understanding. This 
feels like a great acknowledgement towards our education. 
 
The main part of the literature has been obtained from the University library, VTI´s library 
and the department library. To find the right material we have searched for keywords and 
talked to persons educated in the field. Some references may seem to be a bit old but are still 
up to date. 
 
Since this project was unfounded, except from some small accretion from the university, we 
have not really had any budget. In the beginning this was sometimes frustrating and we felt 
like we had to skip some great ideas like hydraulics or electrical pistons. Now, however, we 
feel really proud that we have reached such good results with so little means. We have a really 
good price/realism ratio to brag with. The costs of the material in this project are around 320 
euro, but the real price is somewhat bigger thus we have been sponsored by ABB, getting the 
frequency converter for free.  
 
Since this project had a limited budget we have often been forced to think outside the box. 
This has characterized our way to work with a lot of trial and error. For example, we have 
made a lot of adjustments on the circuit board concerning the ability to withstand noise and 
disturbance from surrounding electrical equipment. Another example of trial and error was 
when we had to figure out the needed effect of the electrical motor. We simply had to 
estimate the dimensions of the motor, which lead to one repurchase before ending up with the 
present motor.  
 
We are very proud and confident of the obtained results. The results show that the majority of 
the test persons felt that our haptic feedback system increased the realism substantially. Even 
though we only tested our system on 12 persons, the questionnaire indicated an obvious trend 
towards our actual result. As already mentioned in Chapter 7 Results, seven out of eight 
statements had a median value of 4 or higher and seven out of eight statements had a mean 
value above 3, which is an excellent grade! A bonus feature that we have received from this 
thesis is that we now have the resource to simulate rumble strips centrelines using level 15 in 
our application. Another bonus is that our application is very transparent, in terms of technical 
solutions, due to our visual interface. An extra feature is also that the test persons did not tend 
to fool around at high speed due to heavy vibrations. 
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The 12 test persons were randomly selected. We feel that it would be interesting to do a study 
with persons that are known to be easily sick in the simulator. However it would be very time 
consuming finding enough test persons with this affection.  
 
An easy way to make the result better is to add more vibrators. The vibrator used now is 
optimized for ~ 30-100 km\h. With more vibrators the operating area of every vibrator would 
be smaller and more accurate and appropriate. To simulate low speeds the vibrator should run 
with low frequency and high amplitude and vice versa at high speeds. A second vibrator 
would also give the possibility to create complex waves, instead of today’s pure sine waves, 
providing a more dynamic driving experience.    
 
When we wrote chapter 9.2 Future Development we realised how complete our work has 
been. We have only one point to improve in our work and that is just a multiplication of our 
thesis, no further iterations according to the SBD strategy are needed. We have reached a final 
product.  
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9. CONCLUSION 
 

9.1 General Conclusion 

In this chapter we answer the most relevant questions that were raised in Chapter 2 Purpose 
and Research Questions. 
 

• Is it possible to create/simulate the vehicles contact with the roads surface by means of 
a “nonexistent” budget? 

 
Yes! We believe that we have accomplished the simulation of a roads surface with a 
very small budget. The evaluation indicates very good results and has for sure 
contributed to much better driving experience, to a cost of only 320 euro.  

 
• How will the mentioned simulation of haptic feedback be perceived?  
 

As already mentioned, our results were very positive. The haptic feedback comported 
pretty good with remaining visual and auditory simulation at different speeds – 
especially at speeds between 30-110 km/h. The haptic feedback could be improved at 
low speeds by adding another vibrator that would run with low frequency and high 
amplitude and vice versa at high speeds. 

 
• How to put safety first in low-frequency areas (≈ 2-14 Hz)? 

 
The final vibrations that are used when evaluating the haptic feedback were all studied 
and measured to investigate if any dangerous frequencies arise and to find out how 
long one can be exposed to these frequencies. The vibration that affected us the most 
was the level 7 vibration, which works around frequencies at 14 Hz. The measuring 
shows an r.m.s.-value of the acceleration to be 5, 4 mm/s2. When this value is put in 
the formula of the maximum time one can be exposed to the vibration, provided that 
the daily limit is not exceeded, the result approaches 9 hours. These measurements 
were conducted as close to the vibrator as possible, which means the vibrations in the 
actual driver seat are less due to absorbing materials in between. This implies that 9 
hours are at the lower edge.  

 
• Will the haptic feedback cause an improvement in investigations and research 

findings? 
 

Our opinion is that the increased realism in the simulator will most likely encompass 
improvements in future investigations and research findings.  
 

We believe that the overall fine results indicates that contingent investigations and research 
findings, using our application, will have a more reliable and trustworthy outcome! 
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9.2 Future Development 

To take into consideration in future Research & Development projects:  
 
Add more vibrators in order to: 

 
1. optimize the vibrations of different speeds 
2. create complex waves 
3. simulate potholes and bumps 
4. simulate more kinds of road conditions  
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Appendix 1 
All the resistors, capacitors and cabling were components that already existed at the 
University. However, the highlighted components had to be ordered and therefore those 
article- and ordering numbers will be presented below, in case future work needs this 
information. All ordering went to ELFA AB.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Voltage 
regulator 73-262-42 L7805CV 

Photodiode 75-226-01 S9648 

Transistor 71-072-46 BC337 NPN 

Comparator 73-015-00 LM339N 

DAC 73-211-93 AD557 

Amplifier 73-291-05 LM324N 



  

Appendix 2 
The introduction text used in the evaluation-phase, presented in both Swedish and English 
 

Haptisk Feedback Test 
 
Välkommen till Linköpings tekniska högskola och bilsimulatorn. Du är här för att genomföra 
ett test vars resultat kommer ligga till grund för en utvärdering av examensarbetet ”Haptic 
Feedback”. Arbetet går kortfattat ut på att återskapa naturliga vibrationer, som man utsätts för 
vid bilkörning, i en bilsimulator för att öka den totala realismen. 
  
Testet är uppdelat i tre olika moment och tar ca 20 minuter i anspråk. 
 
Del 1: Du kommer att åka med som passagerare och vid ett flertal tillfällen bli frågad att 
uppskatta den aktuella hastigheten.   
 
Del 2: Du kommer nu själv att agera förare och ha en testledare som passagerare. Du kommer 
få köra en förutbestämd sträcka två gånger. Under andra rundan kommer du att få ta ställning 
till ett antal påståenden. Påståendena tar du ställning till genom att välja ett av 5 alternativ 
som du tycker passar bäst: 
 
1. Instämmer inte alls 
2. Instämmer delvis 
3. Varken eller 
4. Instämmer delvis 
5. Instämmer 
 
Testledaren ger instruktioner om vart du ska köra.  
 
Del 3: Du kommer att få ta ställning till ett antal påståenden om hur du upplevde de två 
rundorna i del 2. Påståendena tar du ställning till genom att välja ett av 5 alternativ, enligt 
tidigare skala, som du tycker passar bäst.  
 
Din medverkan samt resultat kommer att behandlas anonymt. 
 
Somliga personer kan uppleva obehag, framförallt illamående, i simulatormiljöer. Du kan när 
du vill avbryta testet genom att säga till en testledare.  
 
 
Tack för din medverkan!  
 



  

Haptic Feedback Test 
 
Welcome to the University of Linköping and the car simulator. You are here to perform a test, 
which will lay ground for an evaluation of a master thesis entitled “Haptic Feedback”. In 
brief, the purpose of the thesis is to recreate vibrations, that you are subjected to during 
driving, - to increase the total realism.  
 
The test is divided into three different parts and will take approximately 20 minuets to 
complete. 
 
Part 1: You will travel along as a passenger and at several times be asked to appreciate the 
actual speed.  
 
Part 2: You are now acting driver and will have a test leader as passenger. You are going to 
drive a predetermined route twice. During the second round you are going to take stand to 
some statements. You answer by choosing one of 5 alternatives that you think suits best:  
  
6. Strongly disagree  
7. Disagree  
8. Neither agree nor disagree  
9. Agree  
10. Strongly Agree 
 
The test leader gives you driving directives.  
 
Part 3: You are going to take stand to some statements of how you experienced the two routs. 
You answer by choosing one of 5 alternatives, in analogy with earlier scale, that you think 
suits best. 
 
Your participation and result will be treated anonymously.  
 
Some people can feel discomfort, mainly nausea, in simulator environments. You can 
whenever you want to abort the test by alerting a test leader 
 
 
Thank you for your participation! 



  

Appendix 3 
The questionnaire used in the evaluation-phase, presented in both Swedish and English. 
 

Hur stämmer följande påstående in – ringa in ditt svarsalternativ: 

 

• Den andra rundan var mer realistisk än den första. 
 

1. Instämmer inte 
2. Instämmer delvis inte 
3. Varken eller 
4. Instämmer delvis 
5. Instämmer  

 
• Den andra rundan var mer komfortabel än den första. 

 
1. Instämmer inte   
2. Instämmer delvis inte  
3. Varken eller  
4. Instämmer delvis  
5. Instämmer 
 
• Du upplevde mindre illamående under den andra rundan, jämfört med den första. 
 
1. Instämmer inte 
2. Instämmer delvis inte 
3. Varken eller 
4. Instämmer delvis 
5. Instämmer 

 
• Du upplevde att vibrationerna stämde överens med den övriga visuella & auditiva 

verkligheten.  
 
1. Instämmer inte  
2. Instämmer delvis inte 
3. Varken eller 
4. Instämmer delvis 
5. Instämmer 

 
• Du upplevde vibrationerna som naturliga? 
 
1. Instämmer inte 
2. Instämmer delvis inte 
3. Varken eller 
4. Instämmer delvis 
5. Instämmer 
 

 



  

Uppskattad hastighet av testperson vid specifika nivåer av vibrationer (testpersonen sitter i 
passagerarsätet): 
 
Hastighet Nivå av vibrationer - upplevd hastighet 

  0 3 4 6 10 

50 km/h           

90 km/h           

 
• Du tycker att vibrationerna stämmer överens med den övriga visuella & auditiva 

verkligheten vid följande konstanta hastigheter (be testpersonen hålla angivna 
hastigheter). 

 
30 km/h   70 km/h  110 km/h 
 
1. Instämmer inte  
2. Instämmer delvis inte 
3. Varken eller 
4. Instämmer delvis 
5. Instämmer 

 
Berätta vad du tror hände nu? (Vrid upp elmotorns varvtal drastiskt) 

 

How does following statements match up – circle your response: 

 

• The second round was more realistic than the first round. 
 

1. Strongly disagree  
2. Disagree  
3. Neither agree nor disagree  
4. Agree  
5. Strongly Agree 

 
• The second round was more comfortable than the first round. 

 
1. Strongly disagree  
2. Disagree  
3. Neither agree nor disagree  
4. Agree  
5. Strongly Agree 
 
• You experienced less motion sickness during the second round, compared to the first 
round. 
 
1. Strongly disagree 
2. Disagree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Agree 
5. Strongly Agree 

 



  

• You experienced that the vibrations comported with remaining visual and auditory 
reality. 

 
1. Strongly disagree 
2. Disagree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Agree 
5. Strongly Agree 

 
• You experienced the vibrations as natural. 
 
1. Strongly disagree 
2. Disagree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Agree 
5. Strongly Agree 
 

Estimated speed by test persons at specific levels of vibrations (the test person is seated in the 
passenger seat): 
 

Speed Level of vibration - experienced speed 

  0 3 4 6 10 

50 km/h           

90 km/h           

 
• You think that the vibrations comport with remaining visual and auditory reality at 

following constant speeds (ask the test person to keep specified speed limits). 
 
30 km/h     70 km/h   110 km/h 
 
1. Strongly disagree 
2. Disagree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Agree 
5. Strongly Agree 

 
Tell me your thoughts about what just happened? (Increase the motors rpm drastic) 
 


